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SAMENVATTING
Er bestaan sterrenstelsels die, wanneer ze bij radiogolflengten (l-!02 cm) worden bestudeerd, twee 'uitstulpsels1 vertonen die diametraal tegenover elkaar
liggen. fleze 'uitstulpsels' zijn gebieden van intense radiostraling. Men
spreekt van dubbele radiobronnen. De afmetingen, van het uiteinde van de ene
'radiolob' tot dat van de andere, kunnen varieren van enige tientallen kiloparsecs tot enige megaparsecs (1 parsec - 3 x I0 18 cm). De totale helderheid
in het radiogebied ligt tussen \ 101*0 - I01*6 ergs/sec. (2 » 106 - 2 « 10 12 het
energieverlies van de Zon per seconde.)
De ligging van de radiolobben suggereert duidelijk dat het centrale deel
van het geassocieerde sterrenstelsel, de kern, de oorsprong is van de immense
hoeveelheden energie die in de lobben z.ijn opgeslagen. Men wil nu graag het
volgende weten. Wat gebeurt er in de kern van het sterrenstelsel dat aanleiding
geeft tot vrijmaking van grcte hoeveelheden energie? Hoe wordt die energie getransporteerd naar de plekken waar de intense radiostraling worUc waargenomen?
Men gelooft algemeen dat electronen met hoge energie spiralisersn in magnetische velden, die ter plekke van de intense straling aanwezig zijn en daarbij
energie wegstralen (synchrotron mechanisme). Hoe komen die electronen aan de
hoge (relativistische) energieen die voor het werken van dit mechanisme noodzakelijk zijn?
Er is nog niet een algemeen aanvaarde theorie waarbinnen de genoemde vragen ten aanzien van dubbele radiobronnen worden beantwoord. In dit proefschrift
wordt het (reeds bekende) model onderzocht waarbij een 'wolk', bestaande uit
geioniseerde waterstofgas, een magnetisch veld en relativistische electronen,
uit de kern van een sterrenstelsel wordt geslingerd, het zgn. intergalactische
medium in. Het gaat daarbij niet om de vraag hoe de kern deze wolk produceert
en ook niet om een onderzoek naar de details van het stralingsproces. In dit
proefschrift gaat het om de vraag wat er met de wolk gebeurt, op grote schaal,
op diens reis door het intergalactische medium. Er worden suggesties gedaan ten
aanzien van de andere vragen op basis van het gedrag van de wolk als geheel.
Als eerste aanzet wordt gekeken hoe de evolutie verloopt van een wolk die
alleen uit geioniseerd waterstofgas bestaat en hypersoon (« met snelheid "eel
groter dan de geluidssnelheid in het intergalactische medium, 1000 km/s (?))
het intergalactische medium in wordt geschoten. Het blijkt dat, als de temperaturen van wolk en omgeving ongeveer gelijk zijn, zich een compact gebied vormt,
enkele kiloparsecs in doorsnee, in de kop van de wolk. Daar zou men intense
radiostraling verwachten. Als de temperatuur van de wolk echter veel hoger is
(een factor 10 of roeer) dan die van de omgeving, blijft de vorming van zo'n
compact gebiedje uit.
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Voorts blijkt dat de dynamische druk net vrijelijk zijwaarts expanderen
van de wolk tegengaat. Hoe past dit alles bij de waarnemingen? Er zijn dubbele
radiobronnen die een compact gebiedje (enkele kiloparsecs in doorsnee) verconen met intensere radiostraling dan de directe omgeving. Er zijn ook radiobronnen die deze 'hot spots' niet vertonen. De berekeningen zeggen dus wellicht iets over de begincondities in de wolken die tot de genoemde verschijnselen aanleiding geven.
Het is wel gesuggereerd dat dubbele radiobronnen in opeenhopingen van
sterreustelsels (clusters) in het algemeon kleiner zouden moeten zijn dan dubbele radiobronnen in een minder dichtbevolkte omgeving, als het wolkmodel
'passend' is. Uit mijn berekeningen volgt dat deze conclusie overhaast is. En
gelukkig maar, want het genoemde verschi.l in afmetingen van dubbele radiobronnen is er volgens recente studies niet. De natuurkundige theorie die wordt gehanteerd bij de berekeningen is de gasdynamica (Hoofdstuk II).
Wanneer nu nog een magnet isch veld aan de wolk (en eventueel het intergalactische medium) wordt toegevoegd tnoet de magneto gasdynamica voor de berekeningen worden gebruikt. Er ontstaat dan een rijker beeld van de evolutie van
de uitgeschoten gaswolken. Het is nu namelijk mogelijk om magnetische veld
configuraties en de bijbehorende stroomdichtheidsverdelingen te berekenen.
Verder kan worden onderzocht of de toevoeging van magnetische velden het beeld,
dat bij de gasdynamische aanpak wordt verkregen, zou kunnen wijzigen. Ik heb
geprobeerd stralingspatronen te berekenen en deze te vergelijken met structuren
zoals die met radiotelescopen zijn w.iargenomen. Dit is niet zonder haken en
ogen. Ik moet aannemen dat de relativistische electronen op een bepaalde plek
in relatie staan tot de plaatselijke gasdichtheid en stroomsnelheden in de omgeving. Dergelijke aannamen dienen echter gefundeerd te worden met microscopis che theorieen over de fysica van turbulente geioniseerde gassen.
Uit de berekeningen blijkt ond<;r meer het volgende:
Magnetische velden spelen pas dan een belangrijke rol, als de Alfven snelheden
in de wolk of het intergalactische medium van de orde zijn van het maximum van
de geluidssnelheid in de wolk en de snelheid van de wolk [hun belang voor de
zgn. Kelvin-Helmholtz instabiliteit (zie gedeelte over Hoofdstuk V) daargelaten].
Het magnetische veld ligt lanfrs de stromingsrichting van de wolk, behalve
bij diens l-.op. Daar staat het magn<;tische veld ongeveer loodrecht op die stromingsrichting. Binnen de beperkingen van mijn berekeningen komt dit resultaat
met de waarnemingen overeen.
Het blijkt voorts, dat langs het hele zog van de wolk plaatsen van relatief hoge stroomdichtheid voorkomen in vergelijking met de omgeving. Dit zijn
trouwens ook de plaatsen waar sterke 'shear* optreedt. Dit zouden plaatsen kunnen zijn waar de hoog-energetische deeltjes voor de synchrotronstraling worden

versneld. De kop is ook een gebied met relatief hoge stroomdichtheden.
Om te ontsnappen aan de conclusie dat dubbele radiobronnen in clusters
statistisch kleiner zouden moeten zijn dan erbuiten moet ik aannemen dat zowel
binnen als buiten clusters de wolken aanvankelijk zeer veel dichter (z 10
keer) zijn dan de omgeving. De berekende stralingspatronen heb ik vergeleken
met waarnemingen van dubbele radiobronnen. De 'hot spots' van de werkelijke
bronnen kan ik identificeren met berekende en speciaal het optreden van meervoudige 'hot spots' kan ik verklaren met berekeningen van een enkele uitgeschoten gaswolk. De 'hot spots' tussen de kop en het moederstelsel moeten dan
worden geinterpreteerd als 'zog-straling' (Hoofdstuk III). In de berekeningen
zijn de hoog-energetische electronen niet als sen apart ingredient meegenomen.
Toch zijn zeer hoge begintemperaturen in de uitgeschoten wolken geinterpreteerd als het gevolg van een belangrijke relativistische electronen component.
(Wanneer een 'voldoende ongeordend' magnetisch veld wordt aangenomen is deze
interpretatie heel goed te rechtvaardigen.)
In het volgende hoofdstuk worden botsingen tussen twee uitgestoten gaswolken bestudeerd. In de literatuur is voorgesteld dat de wolken als gevolg
van botsingen bij hoge snelheid (groter dan geluidssnelheid in het 'ongestoorde' intergalactische medium) uiteen worden gedreven en dat de relativistische
deeltjes die tijdens de botsing zijn opgewekt wegdiffunderen. Aldus zou een
diffuse radiolob kunnen ontstaan. Uit het gedrag van de wolken op grote schaal
blijkt dat tijdens de botsing magnetische velden loodrecht komen te staan op
de aanvankelijke bewegingsrichtingen van de twee wolken. Op de plaats van de
botsing zijn de electrische stroomdichtheden groot in vergelijking met de onmiddellijke omgeving. Ook is er een 'hot spot'. Met name het stralingspatroon
wijzigt zich gedurende de paar miljoen jaren dat de botsing duurt sterk. Het
is in de literatuur gesuggereerd dat een kanaal waardoor de later weggeschoten
wolk de eerste nadert nodig was. Dat blijkt niet perse noodzakelijk. Het idee
over de gebeurtenissen tijdens wolkbotsingen is, wat effecten op grote schaal
betreft, wel aannemelijk (Hoofdstuk IV).
Tot slot worden grenslagen in dubbele radiobronnen onderzocht. Wanneer
twee vloeistof- of gaslagen langs elkaar bewegen, kan een kleine verstoring in
de grenslaag zodanig aangroeien dat het 'nette' stromingsbeeld drastisch verandert en zich turbulentie ontwikkelt. Men spreekt van de Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabiliteit. In verband met dubbele radiobronnen is gesuggereerd, dat gaswolken die hypersoon door het intergalactische gas reizen uiteen zouden vallen
als onmiddellijk gevolg van deze instabiliteit. Dat zou dan gebeuren op een
tijdschaal veel korter dan die waarop de wolken tot stilstand komen in het
intergalactische medium. De plausibiliteit van het wolkmodel zou gering worden
als de Kelvin-Helmholtz instabiliteit grote-schaal-fragmentatie zou bewerk-

stelligen voor zich, bijvoorbeeld, een compact gebied zou hebben gevonnd (zie
gedeelte over tioofdstuk II). De Kelvin-Helmholtz instabiliteit zou echter tot
turbulentie en daardoor tot deeltjesversnelling kunnen voeren wanneer deze
zich voordoet op een kleine - en voor de wolk als geheel ongevaarlijke schaal ( « I kiloparsec). Dese aspecten maken een studie van de grenslagen de
moeite al dubbel en dwars waard. Maar ook voor de zogenoemde bundelmodellen
voor dubbele radiobronnen - waarbij continu

materie uit de kern naar buiten

wordt gevoerd - is een studie van de grenslagen otn dezelfde redenen van belang.
Ik neb een tweedimensionale situatie gekozen die kan worden gelnterpreteerd als 'wolk-langs-intergalactisch medium', maar ook als 'intergalactisch
medium-langs-bundel1. Twee gaslagen in drukevenwicht stromen langs elkaar
heen en een verstoring in de snelheid wordt aangebrachr. in de omgeving van
het contactoppervlak.
De voornaamste conclusies zijn: bundels kunnen aanzienlijk meer te 1ij —
den hebben van de instabiliteit dan wolken [bundels vertonen intern vee'
sterkere 'schuifstroming' (shear)]; wolken scheuren op een schaal van, ruwweg,
een kiloparsec over enige miljoenen jaren vermoedelijk niet uiteen [onder de
aanname dat de vrije weglengte van die component (protonen, electronen), die
het impuls-excess over de grenslaag het meest effectief transporteert, enkele
parsecs is onder intergalactische omstandigheden.] Langs het contactoppervlak
vormen zich schokken, alsmede lagen van relatief tot de omgeving hoge stroomdichtheden. Hier zou men weer deeltjesversnelling kunnen verwachten
(Hoofdstuk V ) .
De berekeningen in dit onderzoek zijn uitgevoerd op de Cyber 74-16 computer te Groningen. De computer was nodig, omdat geen analytische oplossingen
van de (magneto) gasdynamica bekend zijn voor de complexe situaties die zijn
bestudeerd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. General
Extended extragalactic radio sources are characterized by the existence of two
lobes of radio emission positioned more or less symmetrical about an optical
object (quasar or galaxy). They form a large fraction of all radio sources:
Fomalont (1969) finds that in a sample of over 500 well resolved radio sources
75% show an elongated structure of the form just mentioned. This fact makes it
worthwhile trying to develop a general theory of these sources.
2. Theoretical background
Many models have been proposed to explain the large scale structure of the
extended radio sources. An extensive review of these models is given by
De Young (1976). In this thesis I shall focus one type of model, 'single ejection models'. However, it must be stressed that this type of model is only one
of the possible types: it is not (or not yet) ruled out by observations,
although no longer the most popular (fashionable) model.
The single (i.e. discrete) outburst models start with the assumption that
at some time the nucleus of the optical object emits two clouds in opposite
directions. These clouds consist of thermal and relativistic plasma and contain
magnetic fields. It is essential in this type of model that the central
'engine* produces discrete outbursts, although these outburst may occur repeatedly.
Within this framework the following problems arise:
A) What happens in the nucleus to cause the ejection of two clouds?
B) How does the surrounding material interact with the ejected material?
C) Which processes lead to particle (re)acceleration up to the relativistic
energies needed for the radiation process? [it is widely accepted that the synchrotron mechanism is responsible for the radiation (Pacholczyk, 1970).]
Although these problems are certainly connected, one may try to isolate one or
two and solve these separately. I shall concentrate on problem B.
In the way problem B is posed some assumptions have tacitly been made. In
the first place the cloud as ejected in a discrete outburst must be able to
leave the (central part of the) galaxy or quasar. Therefore initial velocities
should be greater than the escape velocity of the extragalactic system:
V
> V
bulk " escape

(1)

Secondly it is assumed that the cloud can be affected by material inside the
galaxy or quasar and by extragalactic matter. Unfortunately, the physical
state inside quasars and ellipticals, with which extended radio sources are

J
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often associated, is poorly known (see the topical issue of Physica Scripta
17, 3, 1978) and much speculation is possible about intergalactic material
(Field, 1974; De Young, 1977; Cavaliere and Fusco-Femiano, 1976). However,
information on clusters makes it plausible that the first assumption implies
that ejected clouds enter the intergalactic surroundings at least at about
sonic speeds (Lea et al., 1973). The idea of a cloud ejected at supersonic
speeds into an intergalactic medium has already been proposed by De Young and
Axford (1967). In their proposal dynamic pressure is the confining agency,
inhibiting the cloud from dispersing too rapidly in transverse directions. The
strong braking, which is supposed to take place, would enhance densities near
the head of the cloud. In this way adiabatic energy losses could be counteracted and the strong collimation, seen in many double sources, is also explained. Furthermore, the head of the cloud seemed a natural candidate for strongly
radiating, but comparatively small, subregions called 'hot spots' and encountered in many sources. (De Young, Axford, 1967; De Young, 1976). This idea
appeared to be fruitful, as is shown by the fact that it formed the basis for
much work by various authors (Christiansen, 1969; Mills and Sturrock, 1970;
De Young, 1971; Blake, 1972; Christiansen, 1973; Jaffe and Ferola, 1973;
Christiansen et al., 1977; De Young, 1977).
Three basically new ideas relevant to the work described in this thesis
and which have come out from these papers are:
i) Numerical computations of De Young (1971) showed Chat, at given
temperatures, densities and velocities of ejected clouds, the stopping distan-1/4
ce of a source goes like P j ™

roughly where P I G M is the density of the inter-

galactic matter end where the temperature of that matter is kept fixed. De
Young (1972) found that in a sample of 34 sources the cluster sources were
significantly smaller than the 'free field' sources. He interpreted this
effect on the basis of his result on the stopping-distance dependence as a
function of external density.
ii) Blake (1972) calculated analytically that De Young-Axford-type sources
would be unstable against Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz effects and he
conjectured that these sources would fragment before rampressure could have
brought them to rest with respect to the intergalactic medium.
iii) Christiansen (1973) investigated the possibility of 'multiple explosions'. He found that a channel formed by ejecta due to early explosions would
inhibit strong sideward expansion and also strong radiation losses of following explosions. He explained the hot spot at the end of the channel, where a
secondary cloud overtakes a primary one. This idea has been extended by
Christiansen et al. (1977) to include in situ particle acceleration. Moreover
they try to give a unified picture of extended 'radio doubles', 'head-tails'
and compact radio sources.
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3. Some questionmarks;

a rationale for the research of thie thesis

Having indicated earlier work relevant to this thesis, I am now in a position
to raise questions and to prepare the way to the next paragraph.
a) A fundamental difficulty is associated with the mathematical nature of
the problems we encounter: they are of a mixed-type initial value/boundary
value-problems. Very plausible assumptions can be made as to the boundary
conditions, but hardly anything can be said about an appropriate initial state
from which to start the analysis. Although recently some work has been done
which may teach us at least something about these 'initial' states (Sanders,
1976;

Chevalier and Jones, 1978), those theorists aiming at a study of what

happens between the nuclei of extrdgalactic objects and the radio lobes are
largely free to do 'arm-waving'. In most of the articles mentioned this armwaving appears in assuming some 'final' state for an ejected cloud, i.e. a
state in which transient effects are damped out. Many of the assumptions that
have been made in previous work, in order to be able to work on the assumed
'final' cloud, are very dubious. In the De Young and Axford model, for instance,
the density-distribution inside the cloud is assumed barometric and the
pressures inside and outside the cloud are assumed equal. A steady state is
assumed while the cloud is decelerating through rampressure. All these assumptions are questionable.
A step forward was made by De Young in 1971. He assumed a plasma cloud of
high initial temperature and density (with respect to the surroundings) moving
at hypersonic speed through intergalactic matter (T£/To >> 1, p£/pQ >> I,
M >> 1; T signifies temperature, p signifies density, and M che flow Machnumber;

i refers to inside cloud, o to outside). He followed the dynamics of this

cloud by solving the gasdynamic equations numerically. The necessary assumptions
were thereby limited to the choice of the initial state and the assumption of
the validity of the gasdynamic approximation. This work of De Young inspired me
to undertake a similar research and there are indeed good reasons to extend De
Young's work. Firstly, De Young only calculated the evolution of clouds with
(see above) T^/To »

1, P £ / P O >> 1, M »

1 initially. But the initial values of

these three parameters are unknown: the radio lobes of the radio sources do not
unambiguously teach us about the initial state.

De Young was therefore unneces-

sary restrictive in his choice of initial values of T./T , p./p

and M. Second-

ly De Young's work contains a physical flaw. It is well known that similarityconsiderations play an important role in mechanics and especially in fluiddynamics (Sedov, 1959; Batchelor, 1970). Now consider a set of geometrically
similar plasma clouds. If radiation losses and viscosity can be neglected, the
dimensionless quantities T $ / T o , PJ/P O >

an<

*M

at

time t - 0 of the computations

- 8determine completely the evolution of these clouds. If for instance a dimensionless quantity X for one cloud is evaluated at dimensionless time x , then:
X(T)

S HP^P^

TJ/T^

M, T )

(2a)

evaluated at t«0

T

t.c(T ) , t-0
s -r
2
_
L
cloud ' ' °

(2b)

(2a) shows in which form X can be cast; (2b) shows a way of defining a dimensionless x (t real time, c(T 0 ) external velocity of sound, L c l o u d the cloud
dimension). The numerical results of De Young cannot be rewritten in the fora
(2). So De Young's results cannot fully be trusted.
b) Blake (1972) pointed to the problem tnat clouds might be disrupted
while travelling hypersonically through an ambient medium. This criticism is of
paramount importance for the plausibility of single outburst models. However,
his analysis starts from the (too) simple De Young-Axford model and is certainly not convincing in the nonlinear regime of the instabilities considered. The
Kelvin-Helmholtz (K.H.) instability also causes possible trouble for the beam
models for double radio sources (Blandford, Rees, 1974; Scheuer, !976). Various
papers have been published on the subject of the stability of beams (Blandford,
Pringle, 1976; Turland, Scheuer, 1976; Ferrari et al., 1977). The conclusions
are not firm because of the strong limitations of these linear analytical treatments. A numerical study of this instability seems necessary to continue the
calculations into the nonlinear regime.
c) In numerical work performed on single outburst models (De Young, 1971,
1977) magnetic fields have never been taken into account explicitly. For a study
of purely gasdynamical effects this is a useful approach, but there is no
a priori reason that magnetic fields have no influence at all on source dynamics.
A magneto gasdynamic approach is therefore a reasonable extension, even though
numerical limitations inhibit access to all of parameter space in the cases
considered. Further advantages of magneto gasdynamic calculations lie in the
possibility of determining which magnetic field structures can be expected,
which may be checked by observations, and in the more accurate determination of
the radiation patterns. A suggestion about the sites of particle (^acceleration can also be made. These considerations have led me to perform (magneto)
gasdynamic computations.
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d) In the work of Christiansen (1973) and Christiansen et al. (1977)
channels - cavities caused by ejected cloud!! - play a crucial role. The problem
of keeping such a channel open for a sufficiently long time made it clear that
I should pay attention to possible channels appearing in the numerical calculations. It should also de possible to test the scenario proposed by Christiansen
et al. (1977), in which cloud collisions are envisaged.
e) The numerical work of De Young (1971) and his findings on cluster - and
'free field1 sources (1972) imply that radio sources inside clusters would
statistically be smaller than those outside clusters. Recent studies (Hooley,
1974; B u m s and Owen, 1977; Lari and Perola, 1977) do not reveal such a difference. The possibility thus exists that De Young's theory is not adequate.
I looked for suitable modifications.
4. Research described in this thesis
a) 6asdvnanical_com£utations
Plasma clouds are shot through an intergalactic medium. The evolution of
these clouds is followed by solving the gasdynamic equations without loss terms
(only adiabatic losses are assumed). The calculations are performed on an Eulerian nesh for different initial parameters ( P J / P O , T^/T , M, shape). Although
results are given for a certain value of the external temperature T Q and for a
special dimension of the initial cloud the results can be rescaled. In choosing
the initial length-parameter a range of values for external sound velocities is
used. This gives, upon H, the cloud's velocity of ejection (V • ) . Furthermore,
in oust calculations it was assumed that V . » V e s c f l e (1). The total kinetic
energy of the cloud with mass M ^ is chosen to be (mostly much) greater than
typical total energies in radio lobes since the radio lobe energy is supposed
to be extracted from the kinetic energy of the cloud(s):

*M cl Vli » Ulobe

<3>

Upon P J / P Q and a range of values for external densities an estimate of the
clouds dimension can then be given. In the computations the following values
for the parameters were given: •*< 10 4 P J / P 0 < 450, <v 10"1* 4 Tj/T « '0 2 ,
i. 1 < M < -v 95. The initial shapes of the clouds were either cylindrical or
conical (half angle t> 16°).
The clouds were assumed to possess azimuthal symmetry. Within this framework the following questions could be tackled.
J_. What is the general physical 'history' of the cloud shot through the
intergalactic aediua as a function of the initial parameters Pf/p o , T j/ T o » M
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and the initial shape?
2. Under which conditions are 'hot spots' to be expected?
3. Is dynamic pressure a confining mechanism?
U. Can the statistical equality of sizes of double radio sources inside/
outside clusters be explained within a single outburst model?
J>. What happens to cavities formed in the intergalactic medium by the
moving plasma clouds?
In general the answers I have found to these questions are different from
those given by other authors. For instance the general De Young-Axford picture
(1967) appears untenable. Neither the proposed density distribution can be
found, nor the simple drag-velocity relation used in that model; and the
observational results concerning the equality of source sizes inside/outside
clusters may well fit into the single outburst model, whereas De Young's
numerical work (1971) would not explain those results. The most important
limitation is that I started with already collimated clouds. I have assumed
that this collimation can be realized without heating the cloud to temperatures
such that T./T

>> I at t » 0 of the computations (by shocks for instance).

b) Magneto gasdvnamic calculations
In order to perform magneto gasdynamic calculations the gasdynamic equations are slightly altered so as to include magnetic pressure and tension.
They are also supplemented by Maxwell's equations without ohmic loss-terms. By
adding a magnetic field parameterspace is enlarged: the new dimensionless parameters are
0
lfO
l

" pmagn i,o

A nearly complete research over all of parameterspace is no longer possible.
The results of the gasdynamic calculations provide guidance with respect to
the question which initial parameters are likely to give astrophysically
interesting results.
In these calculations situations with p./p

.
< 10 and even < I are consider-

ed (with inclusion of the gravity of the parent galaxy) as well as situations
mentioned under a). The plasmabetas used lie in the range 0.15 < 6 < 102.
Different initial magnetic field configurations have been used (homogeneous
field, dipole field, 'random' field), but never azimuthal fields. The main
limitations are that low T^/TQ ( « 1) cases have been omitted, 6 Q has not been
considered as a free parameter and that H was restricted to 0 4 M s 30. The
principal questions for which an answer was found are:
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_1_. What are the dynamical consequences of adding a magnetic field to the cloud
(and the surroundings)?

2. What are tae radiation patterns like? _3. Where are

the locations to be found for particle (re)acceleration?

The questions 2 and 3_

cannot be answered without additional and speculative assumptions. Rigorous
analysis requires application of microscopic plasma physics.
For the 'dense* (p./p

»

I) clouds and for the initial plasma betas used

the dynamics of the cloud is not changed by the presence of magnetic fields.
Radiation patterns show 'hot spots' in many cases at the 'heads' of clouds as
well as in their wakes. Furthermore, in order to avoid sources to be smaller
statistically inside clusters than outside, it is (at least) required P - / P O
>> I at t » 0 of the computations: dense clouds are thus required.
c) Collision_calculations
In the scenario of Christiansen et al. multiple explosions occur in radio
galaxies. The clouds ejected later catch up with the debris of earlier clouds
and are strongly braked. The secondary cloud becomes Rayleigh-Taylor unstable
and particle acceleration takes place in the turbulent state produced. As the
clouds which have collided expand ultimately, turbulence decays as does particle
acceleration. The relativistic particles and the plasma diffuse out and a wide
radio lobe emerges.
I am particularly interested in the gasdynamical part of this scenario.
The authors believe that a channel through which a secondary cloud reaches the
primary one is necessary. Given the fact that sufficiently long lived channels
are not produced in any of the calculations under a) and b ) , it is worthwhile
investigating collisions between clouds without a 'helpful' channel. In view of
a result obtained earlier (pj/po >> 1 at t » 0) I only considered 'dense' clouds
colliding at various Mach numbers. Results are that channels are not really
needed for the scenario to work and that disruption of the clouds always takes
place, unless a very fine tuned central engine delivers clouds at about the
same speed and mass. A turbulent state can be inferred from Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability considerations.

In (1.2) it has been mentioned that Blake (1972) raised the problem of the
instability pf plasma clouds ejected from the parent galaxy. In (1.3) some
questions have been raised regarding his conclusions. Also for other KelvinHelmholtz calculations concerning double radio sources doubt was raised.
I suggested (in 1.3) that numerical calculations could be helpful in deciding
matters.
Two-dimensional calculations are made from which conclusions can be drawn
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about stability properties of ejected clouds as well as beams, at the same
time: two cagneto fluids at equal pressure but various density, shearing at a
plane, are studied on their evolution. It turns out, that beams (low density
compared to surroundings) are far more vulnerable to the results of KelvinHelraholtz instabilities than clouds (high density compared to surroundings),
but clouds are not torn apart under the actions of K.H.-instability at scales
of many 100 pes over titnescales of t< 10 7 yrs.
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II. GAS DYNAMICAL CALCULATIONS ON EXTRAGALACTIC DOUBLE RADIO SOURCES

Summary

-

In this paper, gas dynamical calculations of the time evolution of

double radio sources are presented on the basis of a simple plasma model. In
particular, the influence of an intergalactic medium on a plasma cloud moving
at hypersonic speeds is studied. At hypersonic speeds ram pressure confines
the bulk plasma of the cloud and in many cases a compact region ("hot spot")
is formed from which the cloud loses material to the surrounding gas. The
dependence of a stopping distance on density, temperature, and Mach number is
investigated. It is argued that in this plasma model sources inside clusters
need not inherently be smaller, statistically, than those outside. Channel
formation and evolution is discussed. It is found that density gradients in
the intergalactic medium have no important influence on the source dynamics
at hypersonic speeds. Different radio source morphologies may be expected
depending whether or not relativistic particle pressures are important over
the whole evolution of the source.
Key words:

radio galaxies

-

double radio sources

-

gas dynamics.

1. Introduction
At present many theories of double radio sources have been worked out in a
limited manner with purely analytical means and only a few articles have been
published describing extensive numerical calculations (De Young, 1971, 1977;
Sanders, 1976; Mollenhoff, 1976).
In this paper we present the results of a number of such calculations on
a general class of models for double radio sources. We will assume that two
plasma clouds are ejected from the nucleus in opposite directions into an
intergalactic medium. We start our calculation after the plasma cloud's have
formed and are no longer influenced by the nucleus, i.e. we are dealing with
single ejection outbursts. This assumption defines the class of models we will
examine.
We will assume throughout that the intergalactic medium (IGM) and the
ejected clouds consist of fully ionized hydrogen. We neglect magnetic fields
and relativistic particles. Consequently these calculations are only valid as
long as the relativistic electrons and the magnetic field do not dominate the
thermal plasma. The method of calculation is discussed in Section 2, the initial and boundary conditions and their astronomical relevance in Section 3.
The results are presented and discussed in Sections 4 and 5 respectively and
the conclusions are given in Section 6.
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2. Method of calculation
Because of the symmetry in collimated double radio sources we only consider
the dynamics of one plasma cloud after ejection., beginning at a time when the
cloud is not any longer directly influenced by the nuclear engine that generated the cloud. We assume that the time evolution of the plasma cloud moving
hypersonically through the IGM as well as th<; time evolution of the disturbances in the IGM caused by that motion can be calculated by employing Newtonian
gas dynamics. For the temperatures and densities pertaining to the intergalactic medium the Coulomb collision times can become comparable to timescales at
which important changes in various dynamical quantities of interest occur and
an analogous

statement holds for ion/electron mean free paths with respect to

characteristic length scales (see for instance Olbert and Rossi, 1970). However, in reality even weak, magnetic fields which are dynamically unimportant
will diminish the free path perpendicular to the field direction by many
orders of magnitude. Moreover interactions between particles and waves and
magnetic irregularities on a small scaile enhance the effective collision frequency so as to isotropize the particle velocity distribution quickly. Therefore the gas dynamic approach adopted seems to be valid only as far as bulk
motions are concerned.
In our computations we solve numerically the ordinary gas dynamic equations, neglecting viscosity, heat conduction, gravitation, and radiation. The
neglect of viscosity and heat conduction is based on the assumption that the
mean free paths along and perpendicular to local magnetic fields are much less
than the physical distances over which large variations in macroscopic quantities occur. Gravitation is neglected since the ejection velocities used are
much higher than typical values of escape velocities from elliptical galaxies.
We neglect synchrotron losses as well as losses due to any other mechanism
except expansion, so the fluid is assumed adiabatic. Let p equal the mass
density, v^ the velocity of a fluid element, p the gas pressure, y the adiabatic exponent of the gas and u the internal energy of the gas per unit volume.
The equations that have to be solved are
•g^ + V. (py) » 0,

continuity-equation

(1)

p T T + p(Y.V)v » - Vp,

Euler-equation

(2)

•sr + '• (us) * -pV.y.

internal energy-equation

(3)

The eqs. are supplemented by the equation of state of the gas
p

-

(y - l)u,

(4)
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where we have taken y = 5/3 in the computations.
We assume azimuthal symmetry to exist during the ejection and evolution of
the clouds and perform two-dimensional calculations. Problems arising from this
assumption will be discussed in Section 5.
The set of Eqs.(l)-(4) has been solved numerically with a rode based on
the so-called "Schasta"-scheme (Boris, 1972; Boris and Book, 1973; Book et al.,
1975) and programmed by Boris and Gardner and Weber (program "AlfveV) (Weber,
1978). The scheme is second order accurate, shows low diffusion, and has been
made suitable for magneto-gas dynamics. Extensive tests have been made by Weber
(1978) and Che author. The calculations have been performed in an Eulerian
frame. Cylindrical co-ordinates have been used because of the symmetry assumed,
and also for numerical reasons [De Young (1971) used spherical co-ordinates].
Most of the computations have been performed on a 63 * 43 grid and some on
a 101 x 33 grid, with the largest number of points being along the z-axis (see
Fig. I). The grid system is moving with respect to the IGM with a velocity equal
to the ejection speed of the plasma cloud. The arrows through boundary (1) give
the direction in which the IGM is flowing with respect to the Eulerian frame.
As we are interested in the fate of the distinct fluid elements of the
ejected cloud, marker particles are put into the grid system. These particles
are initially distributed regularly over the plasma cloud. They move with the
local velocity, and in this way give information that can otherwise only be
obtained using a Lagrangian grid system.
By simply printing out the positions of the marker particles after specified time intervals, information about the internal dynamics of the cloud and a
measure of the degree of collimation of the "model source" are obtained.

3. Initial and boundary conditions
From a mathematical point of view the time evolution of the plasma cloud is
determined by Eqs.(l)-(4) supplemented with boundary and initial conditions.
The boundary conditions that have to be imposed do not constitute a problem.
Along boundary (2) (see Fig. 1) the conditions are dictated by the assumed symmetry. Along boundary (I) the thermodynamical and gas dynamical quantities can
be imposed freely since the flow is hypersonic and information fron the plasma
cloud can therefore never travel upstream. The natural choice of boundary conditions on (3) and (4) is to set all quantities on these boundaries equal to those
in neighbouring rows (in terms of the grid system).
Denoting with index i a quantity evaluated inside the plasma cloud, and
with index 0 a quantity evaluated outside that cloud, the dimensionless parameters given at the starting point of the computations are:
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p /p

i o'

M

W

'

where p signifies density, T temperature and M, the Machnumber, is the ratio
of the velocity of ejection of the cloud from the parent galaxy and the velocity of sound in the incergalactic medium. The initial shape of the plasma cloud
and the initial interval velocity distribution can also be considered to be
free parameters. Since the computations start after the cloud is already formed and is no longer fed by the nucleus, the initial conditions for the computations depend on the unknown history of formation. Calculations have been performed for two initial cloud shapes: a cone with vertex pointing to the nucleus
and a cylinder.
The initial velocity distribution in the plasma cloud is related to the
shape of the cloud, but also to other aspects of the ejection. Fig. 2 shows a
cross-section through the centre of the parent galaxy C and the plasma cloud
AB at some time. A, B, and C lie on the axis of symmetry. We consider two
cases of velocity variation between A and B. In some cases we assume there is
no velocity-gradient along the ejection axis at all. In others A is supposed
to move at lower speod than B with respect to C. The first situation can be
considered <.s resulting out of a "steady engine" working for a period comparable to the dynamical timescales (length of cloud/sound speed therein). The
second might result, out of an engine working over periods that are short compared to (.hose dynamical timescales.
Most, calculations have been carried out assuming constant density in the
IGM, but for some we assume a density gradient in the IGM due to the gravitation of the parent galaxy. In these cases the density of the IGM is given by a
truncated Boltzmann distribution around the parent galaxy:
p(

= 13 .5

sxp 52/r o
p( «)

r

r

o

> 20,
(5)

o < 20,

where r Q is expressed in kpc. Equation (5) is an astrophysically plausible
distribution, given the information on both the temperatures of the IGM and
the masses of galaxies (Field, 1972; Lea et al., 1973; Jaffe and Perola, 1973;
Lea, 1975).
Due to our ignorance about the precise values of the parameters to use,
we have investigated the range of th:. parameters for which the single-ejection
model provides astrophysically relevant results. We now summarize the variety
of parameter0 used to specify the initial conditions.
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1. Shape
a) cylinder (ratio radius co length ^ 0.15).
b) conical shape (half angle <v- 16°), vertex pointing to the parent galaxy.
Length of the initial clouds: 15 kpc.
2 • yelocity_gradients_in_glasma_cj.oud_isee_Figi_22
In r-direction: only in Case Ib,
In z-direction: (i) calculations with no gradient at all, (ii) calculations
with gradients up to the situation VA/Vfi = 0 (Fig. 2 ) .
* 10-** < T i /T Q < 10 2 .
A. Densities
t 10 < p£/p 0 < 450.
5. Mach^nurabers
•y> 1 £ M £ 95, but mainly around M = 30.

(i) calculations with no gradient,
(ii) calculations with density-gradient:
P I G M (r) = p(*)exp(52/r)
r(in kpc) > 20
= 13.5 p(<*)
r < 20
In almost all runs p./p < y M 2 , i.e. the dynamic pressure overrules the
internal one (mostly ' « ' was taken).
In a number of runs the internal pressure is considerably below the external
pressure of the IGM. It might seem that this has no relevance to real double
radio sources, however, initial conditions might be very different from the
conditions in well developed sources. Indeed, it will turn out, that computations with p •/p << 1 and p. = p resemble very much in some respects. For
instance, low-pressure clouds do not implode at high M (Section 4.7). So they
may exist for some time, once brought into being.
Finally these low pressure runs have been included because they are important for a general picture of hypersonically moving plasma clouds.
4. Results

From our computations a number of general conclusions can be drawn. Noticeable
is the formation of a bow shock (SI in Fig. 2 ) , after which the flow pattern is
drastically changed. The shock can in many cases be traced far out in lateral
direction (typically 2-5 times the initial lateral extension of the plasma

j
!
|
\
i

- 18 cloud depending on time and initial conditions). At distances far behind the
stagnation point the angle between bowshocks and streamlines before the ^hock
decreases and, as expected this decrease is greater for higher values of M. The
simplicity of this picture is spoiled in cases where the internal pressure of
the cloud significantly exceeds the external pressure, in which case a strong
pressure-shock expands into the IGM. In the most extreme cases computed (for
instance p-/p

= 150, T./T

= 100, M = 31.6) it is better to speak of expansion

shocks modified by the pre-existing flow rather than of bowshocks due to supersonic motions. In less extreme cases (for instance, P - / P Q = 30, T./T

» 15,

M » 31.6) the parts of the shock far behind the stagnation point must be considered expansion shocks while the parts near the head show properties of a
bowshock due to supersonic flow. In a number of runs (notably witii p^ < p Q )
tailshocks could be seen (S3 in Fig. 2) at least during the phase where the
cloud was not shrunk to essentially a "hot spot". In some runs the bowshock became wavy after some time, especially in the region where it made a small angle
to the incoming flow. This phenomenon is due to the combined effects of
Rayleigh-Taylor, and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.

2) £Ioud_dvnamics
The general picture of cloud dynamics is as follows:
a) T £ / T o < 1;

M »

1

When the plasma cloud impinges on the IGM one shock, the bowshock S I , runs into
the IGM, and another, S 2 , runs backwards inside the cloud (Fig. 2 a ) . Between
these shocks is a contact-surface, and on both sides of this surface pressures
are equal (Landau and Lifshitz, 1974). Therefore the part of the cloud between
the contact surtace and the backward running shock is, at the Mach numbers considered, brought to a pressure equal to that of the medium just behind the
front part of the bowshock. In the parts of the shocked medium further downstream pressures are lower (for high Mach number the pressures behind the shock
vary typically with sin 2 $ where 4> denotes the angle at which the flow comes in
on the bowshock). The pressure gradient between the head of the cloud and the
surrounding shocked medium causes cloud material to be stripped away from the
region between the contact surface and the backward facing shock. In the meantime the contact surface and the backward facing shock are moving further into
the cloud and, except for situations we will discuss below, the length of the
cloud shrinks. This process continues until the cloud is completely contained
within the backward facing shock and the contact surface and then the stripping
action strongly decreases. The reason is that the compact region which has formed creates a wake that fills almost immediately due to the high sound speed "in
the nose" of the bowshock, consequently the pressure difference between the
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cloud material and its immediate surroundings drops sharply. The stripping
process causes vast amounts of cloud material to be released to the shocked
medium; for example, in a run with p./p

= 30, T./T

= I, M = 30 and initially

a cylindrical shape for the cloud, about 60% of the original cloud material is
stripped away while the cloud is contained witiiin die backfacing shock and the
contact surface. When a>i initially conical shape is taken 70Z is stripped away.
After Che cloud has shrunk to a compact region behind the bowshock, the
backward facing shock runs into less dense material and moves back faster than
the contact surface between the cloud material and the shocked IGM just after
the bowshock. The compact region begins lo dissolve. Loosely speaking, the high
contrast between densities in the compact, region and the surrounding shocked
medium "fades away" (see Fig. 2 c ) . Unfortunately, duo to computational limitations, we could not see in any run the situation in which this fading away was
completed.
b) T £ / T o »

I or V A / V B < I

The picture has to be modified

for cases where T./T

>> 1 (typically of order

10 or more, depending on p-/p Q ) and also for cases where initially a large
velocity grtiient over the cloud along the axis of ejection was present. What
has been said about the ultimate dispersion of the cloud has also to be modified for still higher M (Sect. * . 6 ) . In the cases where T./T

>^ 1 the cloud

expands too fast for the backward facing shock to overtake the backparts of the
cloud and the stripping continues for some time, depleting of the cloud region
just behind the bowshock. It is then no longer possible to speak about a coherent plasma cloud; the cloud has simply dissolved (Fig. 2 d ) . In cases where a
gradient in velocity along the axis of ejection inside the cloud exists, the
stage where the backward facing shock "consumes" the whole cloud is sometimes
never reached. Of course, if the initial situation approaches more the situation V,/V_ = 0 (Fig. 2 ) , the release of cloud material to the shocked IGM becomes increasingly less. In fact the cloud will "fade away" due to dilution and
lose its coherency this way.
If the initial lengths of the clouds are taken to be 15 kpc and the external temperatures are taken to be I0 7 K, it appears that the compact regions
mentioned for those runs where T^/T Q < 1 and where M > 8, become well established at distances of 70-100 kpc from the nucleus. The onset of expansion of the
compact region after its establishment began typically at distances around 50
kpc larger. In cases where T./T

>> I (p; > p ) a coherent blob nog longer

existed after a distance of about 100 kpc. It is noteworthy that for the long
cylinders and rather narrow cones used the theory of one-dimensional similarityflow can satisfactorily be applied for the flow along the axis of ejection.

-
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•*) Ri!m_EI£§5J?I£rconi inement
Originally the idea of ram pressure-confinement was introduced by De Young and
Axford (1967) in order to have a mechanism to prevent rapid l a t e r a l expansion
of the ejected plasma clouds (for p. > p ) . From our ensemble of computer runs
the effect can be studied in more d e t a i l .
a)

T./T o

= I

By comparing a number of runs with M = 0 and M = 31.6, but otherwise equal, it
is found that the bulk of the matter in the hypersonic case is indeed expanding more slowly in the lateral direction than when M = 0. The marker particles
can be used to trace the maximum extension of the bulk plasma giving the
results shows in Fig. 3. Moreover, those parts of the hypersonic clouds moving
most vigorously in a lateral direction were originally near the cloud's head,
while in the zero Mach number clouds the portions near the centre are driven
out most vigorously. These parts of the (moving) clouds driven out fall back
to the axis after some time. In principle this effect could be due to ram
pressure behind the parts of the bowshock far behind the cloud's head or to
the pressure gradients connected with the wake of the cloud. The marker particle system appears to be a good tool for reaching decision on this question.
In almost all cases considered the particles at the greatest distance from the
axis of symmetry begin to fall to the axis again when they are near the regions of high pressure behind the shock far behind the stagnation point; only
in a few cases, with a Mach number M = 1, the pressure deficit in the wake
makes the particles move to the axis. The rapidity of the motion of the particles towards the axis is apparently influenced by the existing wake only at
later stages, when infall has already set in.
b ) T./T »
l o

I

In the case of a hot cloud (T./T

>> 1) the whole of the cloud expands in late-

ral directions, but still stripping occurs and the parts stripped away stay
generally the most distant ones from the ejection axis. (In cases T./T

< 1

the behaviour is more complex. In the cylindrical shape the parts stripped
away initially reach a maximum distance from the axis and fall back. The parts
of the cloud which are stripped at a later time - i.e. the parts originating
from more inward parts of the cloud or situated initially at greater distance
from the head - in many cases travel further out than the plasma stripped
earlier and appear to have gained more momentum in the stripping process.)
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4) Channels^_formation_and_evolution
In some current theories of double radio sources (for instance Christiansen,
1973; Christiansen et al.,

1977)

it is supposed that a gas cloud, shot

from the nucleus of a galaxy, forms a channel. It is assumed that the channel
persists and plays an essential role in the physics of double'radio sources.
In the computations we pay attention to the behaviour of the plasma in the
wakes of the moving plasma clouds. In the wake of clouds moving with M >> I a
strong vacuum-zone is always formed, i.e. a channel. (In cases with T./T >> I
it takes more time before the channel can be seen clearly, since the backward
expansion of the cloud prevents cavitation until the expansion decreases by
adiabatic cooling.)

An interesting question now is how long such a channel

will persist. The problem is most easily studied in the computations on cylindrical shapes. If a cylinder with radius R is ploughing through a gaseous
medium and is making a cavity behind, the time needed for the surrounding gas
to close the cavity at some point must be or order
t cl = R/cs

(6)

where c is the sound speed in the surrounding medium near the cavity. We
s
deal with a plasma cylinder and thus R in (6) has to be replaced with some
effective radius, Reff> which may not be constant in time. Furthermore the
bowshock, extending to far behind the stagnation point of the plasma cloud,
or the pressure shocks, if they are present near the back parts of the cloud,
will affect cs in the medium responsible for filling up the cavity,
We have to distinguish three cases (always p£ > p , see Sect. 3).
a) P£ < P o
This is brought about by taking T ^ / T Q «

I. The effective radius now coincides

well with the initial radius for a long time and it turns out that the velocity of sound near the vacuum region is somewhat (a factor of about 2 at most)
less than in the undisturbed outer medium. The estimates of the closure time
in accordance with (6) are in good agreement with what is actually seen in the
computations. When the cloud is contracted along the axis of ejections into
the compact region, the temperatures of the outer medium near the wake which
has just formed are at least ten times as high as that of the undisturbed
medium because of the immediate neighbourhood of the front parts of the bowshock. This causes the wake to fill almost immediately. Thus a channel is
formed initially, but as the cloud is absorbed by the backward running shock
these cavities are filled too quickly to speak of a real channel behind the
compact region. Recalling results found in Sect. 4.2, no channel is found at
distances larger than about 70-100 kpc from the nucleus.
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b) T. - T o
In these cases it is more difficult to make a good estimate of Rfi,j. But certainly over the times considered R < R „ < 1.5 R where R is the initial radius of the cylinder. In these cases the temperatures near the vacuum region
were again initially less than the temperature in the undisturbed outer medium
(typically of order 10% of the value in the undisturbed IGM). The results were
that closure times for the wake were somewhat longer than in (a), and given
the uncertainty in R „ , are in agreement with (6). The remarks in (a) about
quick closure of newly formed wakes also apply in these cases.
c) T £ » T o
The temperatures outside the wake but in its neighbourhood were a few times
those of the undisturbed medium. R
depended strongly on time and it was
very unclear how it should be estimated here. Closure of the wake could not be
seen over times of computation.
It must be added that in a number of situations where the closing of the
wake could be traced well the plasma near the axis of the wake was strongly
compressed and heated during infall, leading in a number of cases to densities
and temperatures near the axis exceeding those in the undisturbed external
medium, thus slowing down the incoming plasma. We were, however, not able to
see a restoring of the channel (that is, with densities much less than those
in the undisturbed outer medium). These high densities and temperatures did
not fade away in timescales short enough to consider the whole phenomenon as
simply transient and ignorable; unfortunately, the restricted length of our
grid did not allow us to follow this process until an equilibrium was reached.
5) Stability
The fluid dynamic stability of a De Young and Axford-type double radio source
has been investigated by Blake (1972). He found that Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities would grow on timescales much less than that
needed for ram pressure to bring the plasma cloud to rest in the IGM. It seemed to us interesting to try to find any such instability in the numerical
calculations. Perturbations in density and velocity inside the cloud of the
order of 10% were imposed on the initial conditions for a number of runs.
a) M » 1
In cases with M »

I no clear instabilities developed. In the first place the

bowshock prevents an unlimited growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
near the head of the plasma cloud as is described in detail by Christiansen
et al. (preprint, 1977).
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In the second place, for M >> 1 no Kelvin-Helmholtz i n s t a b i l i t y should
occur for wave vectors parallel to the main flow. In order to trigger a KelvinHelmholtz i n s t a b i l i t y one should apply perturbations with w*»ve vectors

suffi-

ciently oblique to the direction of flow, depending on the Mach number and the
sound v e l o c i t i e s in both the cloud and the IGM (Cerwin, 1968). This cannot be
done in our two-dimensional code.
It i s thus seen that for a rigorous numerical study of s t a b i l i t y of the
plasma clouds f u l l three-dimensional computations are required.
b) M a l
In the few cases where M = I the motions around the clouds were certainly less
regular, indicating perhaps turbulence, but a clear sign of any instability
was not seen as far as the cloud is concerned. (In Sect. 4.1 we saw that instabilities showed up in the bowshock. At the backparts velocities and temperatures at both sides of the shock becoma about equal and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can show up in a two-dimensional code.)

An observationally relevant quantity in models such as these is the stopping
distance. This quantity gives an indication of the distance from the galaxy
where the ejected plasma clouds spend most of their time. By finding the relation of the stopping distance to the ratio between internal and external density, to the ratio between internal and external temperature and to the Mach
number, the effect of the IGM on the plasma clouds moving through it can be
better appreciated. The distance at which the cloud is braked to half its
original velocity, D. .,» is used as a measure for the effectiveness of the IGM
in slowing the plasma cloud down. Before discussing the method used to derive
D,,_ from the computations some preliminary remarks will be useful.
We present results on D. ,- obtained from computer calculations with M =
31.6 on cylinders with no initial velocity gradients. In those cases where
T£/To < 1 the cloud material that has not been stripped away is rather well
confined to the head of the cloud during most of the computations. The foremost marker particle tells where this region is. In the cases where T^/TQ » 1
there is still an enhancement of density, near the head although the bulk of
the cloud material is no longer concentrated there. Nevertheless, we adopted
for all cases mentioned the following procedure. The position of the foremost
marker particle was calculated for no braking. The actual position of this
marker particle could be read from computer output and the difference between
the positions was plotted as a function of time. The velocities could be
calculated from this and ^y2

was taken to be the

distance when the velocity
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of the foremost part of the plasma cloud had dropped to half its initial
value. In most cases the computer runs did not reach D. .„ and we had to extrapolate. For almost all cases with T ^ / T Q << 1 the extrapolated values of D,^ 2
considerably exceeded the maximum distances reached during the computations.
For the runs with T./T

> I (M - 31.6) the values of D( >2 were less than or

only slightly greater than the maximum distances reached during computation.
Taking T Q - I07 K and the initial length of the cloud as 15 kpc, in the
T^/To » 1 case we found
D ] / 2 - 0.02 (p./p o ) 3/ * Mpc.

(7a)

In the T^/TQ - 15 case it was found that
D, / 2 - 0.025 ( P i /p o ) 1 / 2 Mpc.

(7b)

These semi-empirical formulae (7a) and (7b) were based on runs with p./p

> 10.

In both cases the power-law fits represent the calculated dependences within
10%.
It is interesting to know how in hypersonic cases D. ., depends on the
Mach number, especially to see the effects of dynamic pressure. We again took
computations on cylinders with p./p

« 10, T./T

= I0"3 (but see Sect. 4.7.c)

and varied M between 11.4 and 94.8. In the range 30 < M < 95 D( .^ increased
with increasing M. For M as high as 94.8 D.., determined in the usual way
considerably exceeded the distance reached at the end of the computations. For
1 « M < 30 it was found that D, ,_ decreased with increasing M. Therefore
there is a minimum of D..„ in a (log M, D..,)-diagram in the hypersonic regime
(Fig. 4). Qualitatively this can be easily understood. As M is increased start-

|

ing with M ~ I, the pressure behind the bowshock rises and therefore also the

f

pressure in the head of the cloud rises. Therefore also temperature (sound

(

speed) in this part of the cloud rises and stripping becomes more effective.

'

Most of the available momentum transfers to this stripped material to bring it
to rest with respect to the IGM. (This follows from the fact observed in the
computations that the compact region decelerates less strongly during the
stripping phase, and decelerates more strongly after this phase.) As the stripping process finishes sooner at higher M, the compact region left can be decelerated sooner and more rapidly due to the M2-dependence of the pressure
behind the bowshock. If however the Mach number is raised further the filling
of the newly formed wakes just behind the compact region creates almost the
same densities and temperatures there as in the region just behind the frontpart of the bowshock. The compact region is thus embedded in a whole area of
about the same pressure in the very nose of the bowshock. This approximation
becomes increasingly better with increasing M.

'
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The deceleration of the compact area therefore diminishes.
[NOTE:

If initially ^ / ^ > 1, but P J / P 0 < Y M2 (dynamic pressure exceeds

internal pressure), for some 1 < M < .... the same reasoning applies as above
for low M: stripping goes faster than sideways bulk flow. If p-/p

<< y H 2 the

same reasoning applies as above for high M. Therefore qualitatively a similar
behaviour of Dj ,g with M is expected for T./TQ ^ 1 as for T./T
»

< I (at p./p

I).] For situations with M = I no determinations of Dj <2 were possible. The

calculations indicate that after a distance of a 100 kpc there was still no
appreciable deceleration (M = I).

We now mention the influence of initial blob shape and external density gradient on the general picture sketched.
a) Influence of shape
Qualitatively no difference was seen in the cloud's behaviour when initially a
conical shape was used instead of a cylindrical, with only one exception.
An interesting feature was seen in only those computer runs where a cone
was followed: we observed that at some time the backparts of the plasma cloud
were shot away along the axis of ejection in the direction of the nucleus.
This "backfire-process" occurred abruptly and could only be well studied by
means of the marker particles (due to the dilution of the cloud material). At
the beginning of this process a strong infall of plasma on the backparts of
the cloud was aiways seen. Of course the original cloud plasma was compressed
and acquired pressures higher than those in the immediate surroundings. As
large portions of plasma were pushed towards the axis of symmetry by the high
pressure regions behind the bowshock, a rapid turning back of this incoming
plasma was not possible. A rapid backward motion of the squeezed cloud material therefore resulted. The conical geometry with consistent initial velocity
gradients over the cloud causes infall of matter onto the cloud to happen at
an earlier stage of evolution than with cylindrical clouds, where cavitation
and subsequent infall of plasma really only occur behind the cloud.
b) External-density gradient
In situations where the external-density gradient (5) was used it was not
possible to determine D.,~ a n d the calculations showed that there was no
appreciable deceleration any more after a travelling distance of a 100 kpc.
In Sect. 4.2 we stated that after some time compact regions behind the bowshock were formed. This remains true in the case of a density gradient in the
IGM. The distances at which these regions were well established are then of
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order 120 kpc.
c) p^ «

p Q - runs

The cases where internal pressures p. were initially well below p
the cases where p. = p

resemble

very much. For instance it turns out that over comput-

ed timescalea no implosion of the low pressure clouds takes place. This is
the combined effect of the intergalactic plasma only in the immediate neighbourhood of the cloud being able to feel the "pressure deficit" inside the
cloud and the overwhelming inertia of the intergalactic plasma (in the frame
of the moving cloud) at high Mach numbers•

5. Discussion
In this section we discuss astrophysical implications suggested by our numerical work. We also enumerate a number of weak points in this work and suggest
ways of improvement.
Our plasma clouds consisted of thermal plasma only. The suggestions
following from these computations are thus only valid for the cases where the
pressures of the relativistic material and the magnetic fields do not far
exceed the thermal pressure. Assuming all this and the validity of the singleejection-model the computations suggest the following:
By the usual "minimum energy arguments" (Pacholczyk, 1970) it is shown
that the pressures within the cloud are usually at least as high as the thermal pressures in the IGM. He therefore consider only runs with T./T
all our computations P - / P O > 10). Inside clusters T./T

= 1 and

> 1 (in

p./p

less

than about 30 (say) are expected to hold as good initial conditions. Outside
clusters P J / P O are almost certainly higher, but nothing specific can be said
about T^/T^
These figures are obtained by taking current estimates for intracluster
densities and temperatures as well as for the intragalactic-medium outside
clusters and by realizing that total energies up to I0 60 erg might be involved
(mainly kinetic energy in our model), giving an estimate of p.. We assume that
the typical source size as predicted by our models is given by 2xDj.2- (In

the

case of formulae (7a) and (7b) it turns out that the decelerations around t, • „
are always slowly varying functions of time, making our estimates of a typical
source size reasonable.) Observational studies revealed that typical source
sizes inside and outside clusters are not significantly different (Hooley,
1974; Burns and Owen, 1977; Lari and Ferola, 1977). In our model calculations
quite strong differences would be expected if only P^/PO were different inside
and outside clusters. We must therefore conclude that, if the single-ejectionmodel works, also T£/TQ is different inside and outside and hence the Mach
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number of the flow is different in both cases (TQ being, of course, the varying parameter). It is hard to make definite predictions, but the (strong)
dependence of D.,, on H, as given in Fig, 4 and applicable at least up to
T-/T

< 0.1, suggests that both higher and lower Mach numbers outside than in-

side clusters might compensate the pj/po-differences. (We must admit, that
P^/pQ < 10 cases could be relevant to clusters; these more complex cases are
studied in a forthcoming paper.)
It is interesting to compare our results with earlier numerical work of
De Young (1971). His initial conditions were different; Tj/T

was of order

1000 (partly due to a low value of T , partly due to a much smaller initial
soutce in which total energy has to be stored) and M was about 170. Because
of his high value of T^/T

he performed typically "explosion-type" calcula-

tions. Although his definition of stopping distance is not the same as ours,
there seems to be at least good qualitative agreement. His stopping distance
R

varied as (p-/p ) a with a - 0.2 - 0.25 (De Young's results cannot fully be

expressed in the diroensionless quantity p-/p ) . Our formulae (7a,b) suggest
that with increasing T^/TQ the exponent of P J / P O decreases. The result of De
Young fits this conclusion qualitatively. De Young used neither T./T

nor M

as variables. A comparison of overall sizes of double radio sources inside and
outside clusters just on the basis of the (p-/p ) dependence alone does not
seem adequate.
Our results on the wakes of clouds show that for cases where T./T

is cf

the order of unity or less the channels stop being formed once the compact
region exists. Models of double radio sources which strongly depend on the
persistence of such channels (multiple explosions) out to the ejecta that
formed them and with T-/T

< 1 initially, may therefore run into difficulties.

The computations with the external density gradient (5) show the expected
result that sources reach bigger distances and suggest that dissolution of the
plasma clouds occurs more slowly. Also they show that quantitatively even such
steep gradients as implied by (5) do not appreciably alter the appearance of
the clouds. This suggests that for the single outburst-model, at least at
hypersonic speeds, gradients in the IGM have no important influence on the
dynamics of the ejected clouds. One would wish to know how reliable the calculations are when compared to real sources with relativistic material and magnetic fields. It may be that the initial stages of real sources are not
dominated by relativistic pressures, but that acceleration of particles to
relativistic energies occurs mainly at the time the compact area behind the
bowshock has formed. The thermal pressures in that region may be considerable.
If for instance the heads of Cyg A plough through the intracluster medium of
about I08 K with hypersonic speeds, temperatures in the head may become up to
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(Hargrave and Ryle, 1974). From minimum energy requirements total energy densities are of order 10" 8 erg/cm3 (Ryle et al., 1973). So in this case relativistic pressure perhaps strongly exceeds thermal pressure. The dynamics of the
compact area described earlier will however not be strongly altered by the
presence of the relativistic particles: if in some sources the relativistic
pressures in the compact regions are greater than the thermal ones the stripping process may be enhanced due to the higher effective sound speed in the
compact region and depletion might occur earlier (if at all). If relativistic
pressures are important over the whole lifetime of the source it may be that
calculations with T./T > I are most relevant. If T./T >> I no compact region
will be formed and there is no "hot spot". Perhaps this may account for different morphologies of double radio sources, but we shall have to investigate
magneto-gas-dynamics of the sources before an appropriate link between gas
dynamics and radiation patterns can be made.
He wish now to point out the deficiencies in this work and suggest future
improvements.
a) From earlier remarks on the stability problem it follows that a good
analysis would require three-dimensional calculations, at least in hypersonic
flows. Although we did not find computational results that lend support to the
view that the plasma clouds break into pieces due to instabilities (Blake,
1972) - the stripping process is not an equivalent of this - we cannot consider
this question settled.
b) He would not in all cases follow the events in the wake of the cloud
as far as we wished. This problem can, in principle, be remedied by using a
larger grid system or perhaps by using Lagrangrian co-ordinates. The first
solution poses computer storage problems and in the second method the distortion of fluid elements, indicated by the computations, might give rise to
rapid reduction of the timestep.
c) The determination of D.; 2 without appreciable errors was only possible
in a few cases. This it associated with the size of the grid system.
d) The computations started by assuming well collimated clouds with the
rear only a few kpc from the nucleus of the parent galaxy. We do not know of
any way of obtaining these initial conditions. He must however assume that the
collimation process went on quickly, otherwise the backward running shocks
would have already completed their journey through the cloud (due to probable
high initial temperatures) thereby changing the initial conditions drastically
at the time we started the computations. Future work is required to find out
whether our initial conditions are physically justified. If the backward facing
shock has already passed at the time we begin the computations, an initial
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situation seems relevant where the pressures just behind the bowshock and inside the cloud are equal,
e) The possible radiation loss through line emission of different elements
in the IGM is neglected and so is possible dumpiness in that medium. We think,
however, that taking into account these refinements is not useful with the
present state of knowledge.

6. Conclusions
1.

Dynamic pressure acts as a mechanism to confine hypersonic moving

bulk plasma and also causes stripping of cloud material during the motion.
Dynamic pressure is also able to shrink hypersonically moving clouds to a compact region, provided T./T

is order unity or less and provided the velocity

along the symmetry axis is almost uniform. If T. »

T

the cloud just dilutes

by expansion.
2.

It is unlikely that a channel, formed by the cloud, will persist with-

out any complication. In cases with T^/TQ < I they are effectively not formed
at time the cloud has shrunk to a compact region. Moreover effects of violent
filling of wakes may be seen over times that form a significant fraction of the
time to form compact regions (around 30%). For T./T

»

1 the cloud disperses

quickly and it soon becomes meaningless to speak of a channel.
3.

The stopping distance D, ,_ depends on P J / P O . typically as (p£/pQ)

with 0.5 < a < 0.75 for 1 < T ^ / ^ < 15 and a decreasing with increasing T^/^.
The strong dependence of Dj, 2 ° n M weakens the argument, that sources inside
clusters should be smaller than outside. If a density gradient (5), due to the
parent galaxy, exists in the IGM strongest deceleration effects have already
occurred at 100 kpc from the nucleus (at least at M = 31.6) apart from the
dispersion phase which could not be yet seen. For M - 1, apart from transient
effects, no braking really takes place over some hundred kpc.
4.

From the marked difference in computed source behaviour for T./T

>> I

and T^/To order unity it seems that quite a different morphology of double
radio sources may result. "Hot spots" would only be expected if relativistic
particle pressures were not important over the whole lifetime of the source.
5.

As far as gas dynamics is concerned, the single ejection model seems

tenable.
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FIGURE I - Meridional cross-cut through the plasma cloud. The arrows on
boundary (I) give the intergalactic gas motion with respect to the cloud in
the Eulerian grid.

NUCLEUS C

FIGURE 2a - Representation of most important features of the plasma cloud.
SI is the bowshock, S2 the backward facing shock and S3 is a tailshock.

FIGURE 2b - Ruled surface plot of the density of a cloud after t = 4.5x]05
yr. Initially C i / p Q = 15, T./T = I, M = 31.6, and a velocity gradient over
the axis of symmetry (a) along the cloud was present. Only one half of the
cloud is plotted. The arrow gives the direction of the motion of the cloud.
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I, M = 31.6. A: maximum cloud density/
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temperature point is obtained analytically.
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III. MAGNETO GASDYNAMICS OF DOUBLE RADIO SOURCES

Summary

-

Magneto gasdynamics of plasma clouds ejected into intergalactic

matter is investigated. Lou density sources lose their coherence and are braked after 10-30 kpc. Turbulence is seen as well as Rayleigh-Taylor instability
in a number of cases. High density sources at high Mach number are not influenced dynamically by magnetic fields; in the heads plasma betas exceed
unity by far. Initially internal densities exceed external ones by far probably inside clusters as well as outside. Magnetic fields tend to lie along the
ejection axis of the clouds for most of the wakes and clouds themselves; near
the heads of the clouds a perpendicular direction is always found. 'Irregular*
fields are found in clouds with a high temperature and in the wakes of low
density clouds. Radiation patterns are calculated and hot spots at the heads
of the clouds as well as in their wakes are found. Salient features in some
well resolved radio sources may be explained.
Key words: magneto gasdynamics

-

double radio galaxies.

1. Introduction
In Nepveu (1979) (hereafter to be called Paper I) gasdynamics of plasma
clouds moving hypersonically through intergalactic matter was studied. Dynamical behaviour of these clouds under various circumstances was investigated without any magnetic field. The aims of this paper are:
dynamical consequences of adding a magnetic field,
distribution of synchrotron radiation, and _3«

t0

\_. to investigate possible
2. to determine the

obtain information on the

question where particle acceleration might occur.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the method of
calculation is discussed together with initial conditions and assumptions that
enable us to make calculations of radiation patterns. In Section 3 the results
are described and in Sections 4 and 5 discussion and conclusion are given.

2. Equations; important quantities; initial conditions
The most important difference with respect to the physical assumptions, method
of calculation and boundary conditions between Paper I and this paper is the
inclusion here of magnetic fields and the appropriate boundary conditions. In
a number of calculations the gravitation of the parent galaxy that gave birth
to the ejected clouds is also taken into account.
Let p be the mass density, v the velocity of a fluid element, p the gas
pressure, y the adiabatic index of the gas, u the internal energy of the gas
per unit volume, JS the magnetic field strength, j_ t n e electric current density
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and £ the gravitational acceleration due to the parent galaxy. The following
equations were solved simultaneously (see Paper I ) :
•j-fi- + 7. (pv) - 0

con tinuity-equation

(I)

p ^ + p(v.V)v - - Vp +

momentum-equat ion

(2)

| | + V.(uv) - - p V.v

internal energy-equation

(3)

—

induction-equation

m Vx(v X B)

These equations are supplemented by
(5)

P - (Y - D u
and by Maxwell's equations in MHD-approximation

(6)

and
V.B

(7)

Equation (7) only plays a role as an initial condition. If it is fulfilled
initially, it must be fulfilled at all times, as follows from (4) and (7).
The following quantities have special physical interest.
a) Current_distributions
From the foregoing equations it is a straightforward matter to arrive at the
current distributions. Their interest may be in pointing to regions where particle (re)accelerations may occur. For example the low frequency currentdriven instabilities may be responsible for particle acceleration as is recently described for solar flares by Norman and Smith (1978). In order to trigger
these instabilities the drift velocity of the bulk ion- and electron-fluids has
to exceed a crititcal velocity, V^ ; f ., satisfying

(c8, V < Verlt
c , V. and v

(8)

* ve

being the ion acoustic speed and the ion- and electron thermal

speeds respectively. With the help of equation (6) we find an upper limit to
the distances over which the magnetic field experiences important changes.
We obtain:

B
6 x

(9)
'-6

i

(B_, in jiG, N_, in particles/m 3 ). It is clear that strong shear in the magnetic fields on the spot of instability must exist. Although any reasonable shear
distance (9) is much smaller than the resolution in our computations, it :'s not
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unreasonable to suppose that places of the strong magnetic shear needed are
also to be found where our large-scale compute"ions show them, i.e. on places
of highest electrical current density.

P V.
The plasmabeta is defined by g E

g/a™! i*e*

6 is

the

ratio between thermal

and magnetic pressures. Front 0-distributions inside the clouds it may be seen
at which places magnetic forces dominate thermal ones and vice versa. Particularly, at places with 6 »

1 we should expect the dynamical behaviour to be

similar to that found in Paper I. Only at places where 6 < I special magnetic
effects on dynamics are to be traced. In principle also the plasmabeta in the
external medium can also be taken as a free parameter (at least far from the
cloud). In the computer runs with an external magnetic field we have taken an
homogeneous field everywhere. This eliminates outside-plasmabeta as an extra
parameter.

The results of magneto gasdynamic calculations can be used to predict radiation patterns. Assuming synchrotron radiation and a local isotropic and powerlaw distribution for the relativistic electrons
N(jr) - NQ(r) E" Y

(10)

the local emissivity at frequency v is given by
ev - K ( V , Y ) | B ( r ) | ( Y + l ) / 2 No(r)

(II)

We took Y * 2.5 (KeHerman, 1966). We are then left with essentially one unknown quantity: N (r). We try to relate N

to the macroscopic quantities involv-

ed in the numerical computations by assuming that somehow these macroscopic
quantities determine the microscopic ones such as S . We considered two possible assumptions.
Case A:

No(r) « p(v)

(12)

a condition which has been used in earlier work (De Young, 1976; Rayburn, 1977).
No special process in the making of relativistic electrons is used therein. Another possibility we have used is
Case B:

No(r) - p(r) Av| hear (r)

(13)

In this condition it is explicitly assumed that the relativistic electrons are
due to turbulence generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (which is compatible with the conditions discussed in Section 2a since Kelvin-Helaholtz
instabilities may cause strong gradients in J5).
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AV s h e a r is defined aa (see Fig. 1)
AV

shear (i ' j)
(13a)

(Although in principle a third dimension would have to be involved for a more
complete description, it is apparent that definition (13a) will give a correct
AV

order of magnitude for

snear«)

Having obtained local enitsivities, the intrinsic brightness distribution
is found by integration along the line of sight, which is taken perpendicular
to the source axis everywhere. An observed brightness distribution is found by
smoothing the intrinsic one with a Gaussian beam with a linear size comparable
to that used in actual observations. The computations are performed to mimic
sources with initial lengths of 15 kpc and initial widths of 4.5 kpc. The
half-power beamwidth of the Gaussian beam corresponds to a linear diameter of
2 kpc on the source (Fig. 2).
If a different initial length-parameter L (kpc) is taken, all physical
times scale like L/15. We assumed T

• 107 K except for low-density runs in

which T Q - I08 K. For different choices of T Q times scale like (To/Tnew)

(not

changing Mach numbers).
The clouds are initially cylindrical in form and are ejected with uniform
velocity. The different initial magnetic fields used are:
1) dipolar with the centre of the dipole within the cloud,
ous over the source,

2) homogene-

3) magnetic loops resulting from a current distribution

jx " j<5(r-a) inside cloud,

4) random fields.

In case 4) j} was generated by a random number generator. The physical
condition (7) was thereby violated, but since the physical behaviour in these
cases is just like that in (2) (which obeys (7)), we believe that - as far as
principal conclusions are concerned - no incorrect results are obtained by
introducing random fields. When a magnetic field has been introduced only inside the cloud, this field was made random at the boundaries of the cloud.
Denoting by p./p
one, by T^/T

the initial internal density divided by the external

the initial temperature divided by the external one, by M the

Mach number (ejection velocity divided by sound speed in the external medium),
we took the following initial conditions:
0.1

< P J / P O £ 30,

' * T i' T o - 5 0 *

*> 0.6

< M <

30

^ 0.15 < 8 < 100.

We have also made computer runs of non-magnetized clouds running into a magnetized medium.
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3. Results
o) p i /p o »

l; T £ /T o * 1; M » I

I) Dynamics
In Che computations in most cases 8 > 1 inside the cloud. This stays that way
and therefore no new dynamical features in the cloud itself are added by
inserting a fr-field (see Paper I for the dynamics with 8 • °°). In the compact
region (Paper I) pressures become so high that 6 always strongly exceeded
unity (easily 6 = I0 3 ). The bowshock is a switch-on shock (MHD classification),
[ihie holds for all shocks advancing into the external medium for M » 1.] In
the wake regions with 6 << 1 are seen, but wake dynamics is not changed in
comparison to the case with 8 " °°: the total magnetic energy in the wake was
still not capable of bouncing the vast amounts of oncoming plasma filling the
wake.
2) Magnetic_field_configurations
During the evolution of the cloud fieldlines become stretched along the source
axis, but in the compact region between the backward running shock and the
bowshock 15 is directed along the shocks, i.e. almost perpendicular to the

?

source axis. Field is deposited in the wake and the tendency for the field-

f

lines to become stretched is sometimes less obvious in the wake due to infalling plasma (see Fig. 3 ) . When dispersion of the cloud begins, ji fields at some
kpc distance from the axis show radial components at least as important as

'(

axial ones.
3) Current_distributions
The phenomenology of the current distributions is determined predominantly by
the question whether there is a J3-fie Id in the intergalactic medium comparable
to that inside the cloud or not. If there is no such external field electric
current only flows in a region near the ejection axis for the whole lifetime
of the cloud in our calculations. This region extends several tens of kpc
along the axis of symmetry and normally grows in time. The lateral extent of
the current-carrying region if of the order of the initial cloud radius. The
strongest currents occur in the neighbourhood of the clouds head near the symmetry axis, but when plasma falls onto the wake the current densities there
become comparable. When an important external B-fieId is present (BQ/B. > 0.1,
say) the bowshock traces the places of maximum current density, but -J.so in
this case local maxima near the axis of symmetry can be seen.
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4) Kadiation_gatterns
For a discussion of radiation patterns a distinction must be made between a
magnetized and a non-magnetized medium. During the clouds evolution in a magnetized outer medium the radiation patterns based on both assumptions (12) and
(13) (Ca3es A and B respectively) are (in the highest levels) elongated perpendicular to the ejection axis. Two regions of peak intensity may develop some
kpc across. These regions lie on both sides of the symmetry axis. The regions
are separated by some twenty kpc after a few times 10 6 yrs (see Fig. 4 ) . They
are related to enhanced densities and magnetic fields behind the bowshock, and
the line of sight through these regions at those places. If the cloud has itself a comparable J^-field, substructures are seen in between the two regions
of enhanced emission, but when the cloud dilutes only the two 'eyes' remain.
In the neighbourhood of the bowshock important shear velocities are present
(% 1000 km/s). This is also true for the immediate neighbourhood of the cloud.
This may account for the elongation X ejection axis of the radiation patterns
in cases A and B when important j5-fields are present in the intergalactic medium. The radiation patterns cannot be interpreted as 'limb-brightened', as the
brightness distribution falls gradually off near the edges. For clouds ejected
into a medium without magnetic field the radiation patterns A and B are not so
similar. In case A a region of peak intensity 5-10 kpc across develops, associated with the compact region behind the bowshock. In case B more variation is
possible. Inside the wake regions of enhanced emission become possible, due to
regions of strong shear there (Fig. 5 ) . The different 'hot spots' may change
in time by a few orders of magnitude in strength and they may change in size,
over only a few millions of years, but almost stable morphologies (on a timescale of 10 7 yrs) are not excluded.
I
3)

Pi/po

»

1; T ^

»

I; M »

I

I

First of all we remark that the internal pressures considered in all these
cases are well below dynamic pressures, i.e. P J / P O < y d !

(14)

:

1) Dynamics
During the computations only regions with 6 > I have been found (in the cloud
3 » 1, in the wake 6 > I). Consequently the dynamics of the cloud is just
like that described in Paper I for the relevant cases.

The magnetic field configuration resembles that of a cloud with T^/T Q = I when
in the dispersing phase; even more radially directed fields are present at
some kpc from the ejection axis.

.
i
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3) Current_digtributions
As the cloud dilutes and magnetic fields inside and outside the cloud become
comparable a chaotic current-density distribution develops: irregular features
in the current distribution exist over the whole region behind the bowshock
but, as far as the computations go, the bowshock still traces the maximum
current densities.

The sources with their own magnetic field only show significant radiation
(> 10Z peak level) near the symmetry-axis (regions of ^ 5-10 kpc across) due
to dilution of sideways expanding gas and magnetic field further from that
axis. (It is worthwhile noticing that different behaviour might occur if condition (14) were strongly violated. Qualitatively a kind of 'line-explosion*
could be expected (Sedov, 1959) with plasma and magnetic field pushed strongly
towards expanding Shockwaves, leaving a cavity near the axis. Due to line-ofsight effects maximum intensities would be seen near those expansion shocks
and a steep fall in brightness further out: 'limb-brightening'.)
Y) Pi/P o = 1; T £ /T o = 1 ;

M » 1

1) Dynamics
For hypersonic flow these clouds are squeezed very strongly and the stripping
process continuously feeds cloud material into the intergalactic medium. A
compact region exists for only a few million years and after that the cloud is
essentially dissolved. A feature not encountered in P J / P O >;>l cases but occurring strongly in the P - / P O - • cases, is the importance of wake dynamics for the
cloud itself. The wake fills and thereby shocks occur quite often. These shocks
collide with the strong bowshock and the cloud is heavily dispersed and distorted. The procedure followed in Paper I to determine typical cloud velocities
therefore does not work here. Also the stopping distance D.., introduced in
Paper I has no meaning because of the quick dispersion of the compact region
itself behind the bowshock. The compact region is dispersed in all hypersonic
cases after a cloud travel distance of t 35 kpc.
2) Hagnetic_fields
The fields behave as in the dense clouds with T ^ / ^ = 1.
3) Radiationjgatteras
The radiation patterns look exactly like those described in <x)4). When the
cloud disperses the regions of enhanced emission do the same.
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6) pf/p

- 1; M around 1

I) Dynamics
Wake dynamics is important for the dynamics of the clouds and even more so than
in the cases described in y), because stripping and squeezing are definitely
less. Due to the collisions of shocks racing ahead inside the wake and shocks
related to the clouds ejection the cloud disperses. This dispersion takes place
by sideways gas motions. This holds for M > 1. The dispersion of the cloud for
M = 0.6 happens along the ejection axis as well: in this case cloud material is
not yet pushed strongly against the shock advancing into the IGM at the time
shocks associated with gas flow behind the cloud impinge on it. It takes typically 15 kpc before the clouds were dispersed.
2) Magnetic,fieIds
The most outstanding feature in runs with an external J5-field is that field
lines are wrapped around the head of the blob or the region where dispersion
has begun (Fig. 6 ) . Fields in the wake have the tendency to be axis-aligned
but strong radial components (i.e. equal to axial ones) can be seen, related
to turbulent flow originating at the head of the clouds and extending to < 15
kpc behind the cloud; suppression of turbulence in the low 6 regions in the
wake plays a role in quenching the irregular fields farther downstream (Landau,
Lifshitz, 1974).

In case B a hot spot is always found associated with the head of the cloud; the
radiation above 30% peak level is concentrated within an area some 5-10 kpc
across. (Case A cannot be used since no discrimination is made between cloud
and intergalactic medium in these low density runs, see 6)2). For M < I a
string of blobs is seen; each blob is only a few kpc across. These are associated with shear inside the wake (Fig. 7).

e)

P i /p Q «

I (or < 1); 1 < T./To < 50; I < M < 10

1) Dynamics
We distinguish two cases:
p

p

—' i' o * ''

A shock

P J / P O * ' and P £ / P 0 > ••

* s P u s n e d towards the axis of symmetry from the

side and a simple wave travels into the intergalactic medium. The shock reflects
at the axis and heats the material inside the cloud. The pressures inside may
temporarily exceed those outside the cloud and the calculations indicate pressure- and temperature distributions inside the cloud not unlike those of a
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'line-explosion' as explored by Sedov (1959). The same holds for the wake of
the cloud. In the meantime the initial situation at the cloud's head also
develops and a shock may travel away from the head inside the cloud (backward
running shock). At high Mach number flow a shock may be driven into the intergalactic medium as well, but it may also happen that a simple wave travels
out; this happens at sonic speeds (H = 1). The precise conditions for each
case depend on the initial P J / P O (Similarity flow theory; Landau, Lifshitz,
1974). Material is squeezed towards the shock by infalling wake material. The
cloud disperses and a turbulent state is indicated by the marker particles.
In Fig. 8 the velocities of the head of the cloud in a P ; / P O < 1 case are
given as function of time. (The total distance before dispersion occurs is of
order 10 kpc. The clouds head stops about 15 kpc from the original position.)
—' p i ^ o

>

'*

The clouds

i"

ch

* s situation adjust themselves to press-

ure equilibrium with the surrounding medium and especially for T./T

>>

1

this equilibrium can be reached quickly. (For P J / P O - 0.3, T.yTo - 50, M » 0,
g - «, equilibrium was reached = 106 yrs). Buoyancy due to the gravity of a
galaxy of 10 12 H 0 is capable of giving to the clouds velocities comparable to
the sound speed in the external medium in some 107 yrs, even if no initial
velocity is present. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities are indicated but no 'breaking away' of material in subsequent growth is found on time scales of 3 * I07
yrs. For M > 1 and all P £ / P O the wake dynamics results in squeezing of the
cloud due to wake material hitting the cloud from behind. This can accelerate
the central parts of the cloud but internal turbulence results and coherency
is lost.

Plasma betas are usually only well below unity in the wake of the clouds. Inside these clouds they do not change appreciably in time, as long as the
clouds do not disperse. It is difficult to trace what happens after, as the
distinction between cloud- and intergalactic material becomes increasingly
unclear.

3) Usg2S£J£_
What has been said under 6)2) holds in these cases too.
A) Current_digtributions
A magnetized cloud shows electric currents inside and all over the wake. The
relative importance of these regions with respect to current carrying may
change in time. For unmagnetized clouds running into a magnetized intergalactic medium shocks (if present) are current tracers, but most important

currents are found in the wakes and near the heads.

Assumption (12) to calculate radiation patterns is probably a bad one in these
cases, so we just mention results that have been obtained with assumption (13).
In the computations we often encounter a number of radiative blobs aligned
along the ejection axis. These can be seen over the entire distance travelled
by the clouds. Each of the 'hot spots' is * 5 kpc across. We have never seen
any case in which regions further from the axis are brighter than the on-axis
regions: no limb-brightening is seen. An interesting feature sometimes encountered is that regions many kpc apart may change their relative intensity appreciably, i.e. the role of being the most intense hot spot may be interchanged
within a few million years. Physically these regions may be independent of one
another.
In summary, we have considered:
Pi

p

/ P o » 1, T £ / T o = I, M » I

i' p o ** '»

T- T

>:>

/

'»

M >>

(a)
(6)

'

P £ /p o = 1, T../TQ = I, M » I

(Y)

Pi/po

(6)

" 1, M = I

P i /p Q « ( < ) ! ,

I < Ti/T o < 50,

1 < M < 10

(e)

The cases p£/p Q » I, T^/T << I, M >> I behave like those in (a), see Paper I.
We have not considered P£/pQ » 1, M = I because this case seems irrelevant to
this kind of model for double radio sources: because of p./p » 1 these clouds
could not have acquired their velocity by buoyancy; on the other hand, if they
are shot at such low velocities (T t I0 7 - 10 8 K) they would probably never
escape the parent galaxy.

4. Discussion

For 'heavy clouds' (3. a,B) at high Mach number flow magnetic fields do not
play a role in the dynamics. As a result of the hypersonic flow high plasmabetas (g »

1) in the clouds head are practically unavoidable whenever initial-

ly

^

V*.
ej

(15)

This condition has mostly been taken for heavy clouds (see Section 2.b)).
Observationally an initial condition violating (15) is not unreasonable however.
If initially

B2 .

(15a)

= P,

we expect the cloud to behave as a 'hot* one, expanding predominantly perpendicular to the general field direction (strongly ordered field) or isotTopically
as a y " 4/3-gas (when the field is turbulent). Recalling results from Paper 1
no compact region behind the bowshock (expansion shock) should be expected.
For low density clouds (i.y,S,c) we consider the following features
striking. Forst of all the braking and the dispersion of the clouds. It seems
that clouds can only travel some ten kpc as coherent entities, whatever M. The
formation of a compact region behind a bowshock only occurs for P^/PO

2 1 and

even then dispersion is encountered after travelling 10-30 kpc. The artificiality of the initial situations used may have influence on these numbers (the
initial cloud's length is 15 k p c ) , but we may infer from the computational
results that sources with initially P J / P Q i 1 will not be able to travel out as
far as 100 kpc from the nucleus of the parent galaxy. Sources of some tens of
kpc across may however result.
It is also interesting that buoyancy alone may give the cloud velocities
up to the velocity of sound of the external medium. (Shock-formation may
inhibit any further increase of speed.) Gull and Northover (1973) find that gas
bubbles rising through the external medium by buoyancy reach terminal velocities generally much less than the external velocity of sound. Their basic
assumption is that the drag force on the bubble can be adequately described by
F.

» p

V? ...

effective surface of order of the geometrical surface

of the bubble. This assumption can only be justified if the gas inside the wake
is moving much slower with respect to the bubble than at the frontside (Landau,
Lifshitz, 1974), but this is not true in our calculations. Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities are seen, but no disruption of the cloud on timescales of 3 x 10 7
yrs occurs.

2) Magnetic fields
The typical B-field pattern - B|| ejection axis nearly everywhere inside the
source and the wake, X ejection axis in the heads - seems to fit observations
(van der Laan, 1977; Willis, 1978). For high density sources (p./pQ >> I) with
T./T » 1 we find important radial fields i.e. equal to axial ones) over a
significant region of the sources and their wakes. Apparently they may arise
from any initial field configuration. If such field structures are only seldom
found in reality one would draw the conclusion that effective temperatures of
the 'real' sources at the starting time may in general have been moderate
(T£/TQ = I), e.g. no excessive relativistic pressures would have been present
at the start.
Non axis-aligned fields have been found in connection with low-density
sources also, but only up to a distance of ^ 15 kpc from the cloud. We have
already noted that these fields are related to turbulence starting at the
cloud and convected downstream. The strong regular magnetic fields in the wake
(g « 1) may destroy this turbulence and the associated irregular fields themselves. It is important to note that the 6 << I regions in the wake are not
capable of bouncing incoming plasma. Therefore we must conclude (as we tentatively did in Paper I) that in general open channels from the nucleus of the
parent galaxy out to the ejecta that formed them will not exist.
3) Cur rent distribution
Strong electrical current densities are found near the bowshocks (in a number
of cases) and especially near the wake over a length of several tens of kpc.
The currents flow there over the whole lifetime of the source (as far as we
have computed) and, recalling Section 2.a), the wake may therefore be a place
of continuous acceleration of particles up to relativistic energies. The
attraction ol this idea is that 'wake-radiation' may be explained without running into 'backstreaming'-problems of relativistic material (van der Laan,
1977).
3a) Energetics
Concerning energetics the following may be remarked. Shear velocities of order
of a few thousands km/s are not at all uncommon in p./p » 1 sources ejected
at high M. This is true near compact regions as well as for places inside the
wake. We estimate

where the bar denotes a mean value over the compact region, by
E

"i A V shear,i
(summed over gridpoints in compact region)
M

.
compact region

V2.
.
ejection

Mean values of order O.I result. The fraction of total energy going into
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is therefore estimated to be:
V

\2
shear \
V .
I

Mass compact region _ Q Q Q ,
Mass original cloud

where it has been assumed that 70% of the original cloud is released to the
medium before a compact region stabilizes (Paper I). Therefore, at most = 0.3%
of total kinetic energy can be used for particle accelerations in the compact
region.
For wake regions and for sources where p^/p

< 1 a similar estimate is

hard to make but the converted fraction of total energy may be higher in the
last case due to turbulence (i.e. important shear all over and not just in a
thin boundary layer).
[NOTES:

I) In carrying out the summation gridpoints at a distance r from the

ejection-axis have been weighted with r to take azimuthal symmetry into account.
2) The scale length taking part in the energy conversion has been assumed to
be one cell size (= 0.75 kpc). Calculations in Chapter V show that shocks
(and thus changes in flow) extend from the shear layer a distance of order (at
least) I kpc, if the imposed disturbances are of that order. It is not certain,
however, that these are the relevant wavelengths for 'smallest turbulent
elements' (Landau, Lifshitz, 1974) and subsequent particle acceleration. (In
timescales of order I07 yrs.)J
*) 5§diation_jiatterns
In smoothing the intrinsic radiation patterns we have used relatively small
beams (initial cloud's width - 2 HPBW and initial cloud's length = 7.5 HPBW).
It is therefore most appropriate to compare the computational results with
those obtained in the investigation of real sources with a good linear resolution. We want to stress, however, that no attempt is made to fit any particular
computation to a 'real' source in all detail. Only an attempt is made to
explain salient morphological features of real sources with salient computational ones. It has also been assumed that the observer looks perpendicular to
the ejection-axis which will not be true for real sources.
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Fornax A (Cameron, 1971) at a distance of 32.6 Mpc (H - 50) definitely
shows a multiple structure in one of its radio lobes that may indicate a shock
(see our Fig. 4 ) . This kind of structure is found frequently in the high Mach
number calculations. In the direction of the (possible) bowshock in that radio
lobe there is no steep decline of intensity as in our computations but perhaps
this can be explained by leakage of relativistic material through the bowshock
into a magnetized outer medium. In the opposite lobe of Fornax A there also
seems to be a multiple structure perpendicular to the ejection axis and there
seems to be wake radiation. Those structures are embedded inside a larger
radiating region. This resembles the multiple features within a radiative
region as encountered in many calculations (see our Fig. 5).
High resolution data on Cyg A at 15 Ghz (Hargrave and Ryle, 1976) show
several components with linear sizes above as well as below I kpc across.
Using the nomenclature of Hargrave and Ryle (1974) the components A and B in
the N

component of Cyg A are separated by 9 kpc (H - 50). It seems to us that

B is a hot spot in the wake of a compact region indicated by A, not withstanding the non-alignment of B and A, the central component and D. Component D may
be associated with a compact region like A.
From sources mapped with less resolution we would particularly mention
3C192 in which several 'blobs' at each side of the centre are seen. The radiation pattern shown at 2.7 Ghz in the paper of Jenkins et al. (1977) can be
interpreted as showing a number of 'wake hot spots' behind compact regions
behind bowshocks. The broad emission regions indicated by the picture cannot
be explained by our calculations.
The map of 3C40I at 5 Ghz (Jenkins et al., 1977) shows in one lobe an
elongated feature with two intensity peaks. The brighter one is nearer to the
centre. The two 'eyes' are 15 kpc apart (H « 50). This type of radiation pattern is also encountered in our models.
The radiation patterns of the sources discussed can be related to patterns
obtained by us in the M »

1, p./p

»

1 calculations. This is a demand due to

the fact that Pj/pQ < 1 calculations indicate destroyed clouds after travelling
distances of only 10-20 kpc and therefore are not relevant in these cases. We
mention that radiation associated with the compact regions (p./p
heads of the clouds (pj/Po «

>> I) or the

O is not transient. It is related to the exist-

ence of these regions. Changes of intensity of one or even two orders of magnitude during the life of the cloud as a coherent object are not uncommon. The
wake hot spots are generally less fixed in position (relative to the head of
the cloud) due to changing situations in the wake on timescales
At = |-

,

(16)
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R some effective wake-radius, c

the sound speed near the wake (> V. there
S

A

assumed) (Paper I). The tiroescale of change may therefore be 1-3 x I06 yrs, as
reported (Section 3.o)). Whenever turbulence plays a significant role (p-/p
< I) these changes may be expected on timescales
At - 0 rmin(R/c8, WV e j )l

(16a)

where L is the cloud's initial length. For the relevant computations timescales (16) and (16a) are of the same order but since a particular turbulent
state is a 'function of history1 (see for this matter Hinze, 1959) this may
come out differently for a different initial cloud geometry.
5) ICluster^versus;free;field^groblem
Recent studies (Hooley, 1974; Burns and Owen, 1977; Lari and Ferola, 1977) do
not reveal a significant overall-size difference between radio-sources inside
clusters and those outside. In order to relate this fact to our computations
we must first of all decide which calculations are to be considered typical
for cluster-sources and which for the sources outside clusters. As little can
be said at the moment concerning the temperature outside clusters, we cannot
say whether for a source at given internal temperature and ejection velocity
the TJ/TQ and M are higher inside clusters or outside. But we can say, that for
fixed internal density p./p

is higher outside clusters than inside.

Results obtained in the p-/p

< 1 runs indicate that sources may not

travel further than some tens of kpc as coherent entities, irrespective of M.
(This will a fortiori hold for cases like P^/PO - I, T £ / T o >* • which have not
been calculated.) For sources with P£/pQ >> I, M > 1 larger distances can be
reached as discussed in Paper I. We used an external T Q = 107 K in that paper,
but a source ejected at 0.01 c from a galaxy would still move supersonic when
T Q < 3 x 108 K whereas the velocity 0.01 c is not impossibly high (Mackay,
1973). We may therefore conclude that sources inside clusters would be expected
to be smaller on the average than sources outside. A way out of this dilemma
is to suppose that all initial sources have p-/p

»

1. The analysis given in

Paper I then applies (and is even strengthened by the fact that heads of clouds
are continuously radiating regions). The problem posed by the observations
mentioned earlier may therefore not be fatal to the single ejection outburst
models but may require p-/p

»

1.
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5. Conclusions
1.

Sources with p./p

< I initially experience stronger braking and lose

their coherency quicker than those with initially P J / P 0 »

' irrespective of M.

In order to avoid the problem that sources on the average would be expected to
be smaller inside clusters than outside, initial condition P ; / P 0y> 1 for sources inside as well as outside clusters seems to be required.
2.

If inside radio-sources the densities of thermal particles are well

below those outside, pressure equilibrium between the cloud and its surroundings is probable. This will be the case particularly, if relativistic pressures
are initially dominant (T^/To »

1). In P J / P O < 1 clouds turbulence is indicat-

ed and wake dynamics influences the dynamics of the clouds by squeezing them.
Buoyancy may lift P - / P 0 < 1 clouds up to velocities of the order of the external sound speed. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities are seen but they do not destroy
the clouds on timescales of a few 107 yrs.
3a.

^-fields tend to lie along the ejection axis, only at the heads of

clouds are radial directions preferred. For T./T

»

1 radial fields are also

important some kpc off axis. For Pj/pQ S 1 ^-fields have irregular components
inside the wake but strong IS-fields destroy turbulence and irregular fields
> 15 kpc from the cloud. The plasma betas are usually only well below 1 in the
wakes; the fr-fields there are not capable of keeping the channel open. This
confirms conclusion 2 of Paper I,
3b.

For the parameter set used, ji-fields are not important for the dynam-

ics of the clouds themselves. Characteristic "magnetic behaviour" may be
expected if -gj- > maxTp^, J p Q V^.T and the original magnetic field is highly
ordered, thus making the cloud expand differently from an adiabatic gas due to
J5-field-induced anisotropy (see Section 4.1)).
4.

Current distributions show that particle acceleration may be- occurring

in the wakes of clouds and in the heads. Current-driven instabilities are
suggested to start off these processes.
5.

Radiation patterns (on assumptions (12), (13)) show that heads of

clouds are always radiating regions. Hake radiation is seen. The patterns seen
in our computations with p./p

>> 1 may fit those seen in real sources (Fornax

A, Cyg A ) . Several hot spots behind one another do not necessarily require
multiple outbursts but may result from shear flows inside the wake (the foremost
radiative blob can still be caused by relatively high local thermal densities).
6.

As far as the purely magneto-gasdynamical, large-scale aspects are

concerned, the single ejection outburst model seems tenable.
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FIGURE I -

Neighbourhood of point (i,j) relevant for definition
(see text).

HPBW
meridional
crosscut

•1
15kpc

ejection-axis

-•Z
FIGURE 2
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Definitions of calculation-grid.

FIGURE 3 - B.-field properties (III.a). Arrows give a local field direction.
On the "irregular" place no such direction can be defined.

m

i

(1) = compact region
(2) =wake
(3)=bowshock
U ) = tailshock (associated with
plasma fnfall)

(a)

(b)

radiation pattern upon
assumption (12)

radiation pattern upon
assumption (13)

FIGURE 4 - Radiation patterns for clouds ejected in a magnetized medium
(III.i); (a) each level is a factor \. 1.6 higher than the immediately
surrounding one. (b) two 'eyes' are similar but otherwise the same holds
as for (a).

(a)

(b)

radiation pattern upon
assumption (12)

radiation pattern upon
assumption (13)

-ICt'RE 5 - Radiation patterns for clouds ejected in a non-magnetized
medium f i l l . a ) . The 'blobby' features in b) are noteworthy.

FIGURE 6 - B-field structures for low-density, low M-cases (III.6) with
external B,-field. Note the reversed field near the axis inside the clouds
wake (extended loop). The shaded area indicates cloud material. The dashed
line gives schematically the boundary between fields of opposite directions.

(a)

(b)
toplevel
toplevel
toplevel

FIGURE 7 - Three evolutionary stages in the radiation pattern of a cloud
with i n i t i a l l y o; / p 0 - 1.35, T^/To » I, M = 0 . 6 , 6 = 50 after
fa) t = 3.2 x iff6 yrs, (b) t = 6.2 x CO6 yrs, (c) t = 8.9 x 106 y r s .
Every loop indicates a higher brightness level than the surrounding one.
The top levels (a):(b):(c) > 2 : I : 2. The local maximum in (a) - 0.2
toplevel. The local maxima in (b) > 0.5 toplevel. The local maxima in (c)
£ 0 . 3 toplevel.

Pi/Po=0.09;Ti/To=5;M=3.(p3oo)
FIGURE 8 - Velocity of the head of a low-density cloud as a function of time.

turbulent state
20% of cloud material
near head

2.0
I in units of 10 y)
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IV. ON THE MULTIPLE EXPLOSION PICTURE OF EXTENDED RADIO GALAXIES

Summary

-

High density clouds colliding at high Mach numbers show magnetic

fields directed perpendicular to the ejection axis at the place of collision
and stronger electric currents than in the surroundings. A strong emitting
region is seen near the place of collision. The clouds disrupt as a result of
the collision. If collision takes place at sufficiently low Mach number
immediate disruption may be avoided, but very fine tuning of the engine that
makes the plasma clouds seems necessary for this case to apply. The gas
dynamic part of the scenario of Christiansen, Pacholczyk and Scott seems all
right; however, channels and dilution of material of the primary cloud are
not relevant for the process to work. Turbulence may arise after collision
before the clouds disperse.
Key words:

radio galaxies

-

magneto gasdynamics.

I. Introduction
The possibility of sequential explosions in radio galaxies has been studied
(Christiansen, 1973) and it has been used to provide a mechanism for in situ
particle acceleration in radio sources (Christiansen et al., 1977).
In earlier papers (Nepveu, 1979a,b) we discovered that channels through
which later ejecta are transmitted to earlier ones such as proposed by
Christiansen (1973), are not likely to exist without complications. Although
this constitutes not necessarily a severe problem to Christiansen's ideas, we
thought that a numerical study of collisions of such clouds might be interesting.

2. Method; initial conditions
The method followed and the notation used is extensively described in our
earlier Papers I, II (Nepveu, 1979a,b). The initial conditions of our magneto
gasdynamic confutations are as follows.
The computations start with two clouds, each with a length of 15 kpc and
a width of 4.5 kpc. The heads of those two clouds are separated ^ 40 kpc.
This creates the artificial situation that the cloud supposed to be ejected
earlier is 'younger' in its evolution than it should be. He correct for this
by taking the earlier ejected cloud to be less massive. (It was seen in Paper
I that hypersonically moving clouds lose vast amounts (i60%) of matter to the
intergalactic matter by a 'stripping process1 (Nepveu, 1979a)). In the computations the relativistic material is not explicitly taken into account.

3. Results
Nothing definite is known about the central engine that ejects the clouds. We
assume that this engine is capable of producing at different times clouds with
different total mass and ejection velocity. In Papers I and II it was found
that the medium ploughed through by clouds (probably) recovers its original
state• Then, if a secondary cloud is sent a sufficient time after the primary
one, our assumption amounts to saying that the central engine delivers clouds
of various masses and at various Mach numbers. In the following we mainly consider clouds with initially p£/pQ »

• (in Paper II this was inferred to be

the most likely initial situation), colliding at high Mach number. We want to
see which cases, if any, are compatible with the scenario of Christiansen et
al. (1977). We study also the case of a very fine tuned central engine, giving
birth to clouds almost identical in mass and ejection speed and delivering
clouds at regular intervals.
a)

Pi

/Po»

I;

Ti

/To»

.; M ^

»

1;

By the time that collision between bulk materials near the ejection axis

I

occurs, most of the matter of both clouds has travelled far out laterally (> 10

j

kpc from the ejection axis). In fact it is the distant material of each cloud

{

that meets first. Then the parts of the clouds more near the ejection-axis

\

collide. After the bowshocks of the clouds meet, no sideward velocities greatly
in excess of those of expansion before this phase are seen. The temperatures in
the regions around the colliding shocks do not exceed the initial cloud temperatures. The IS fields show strong radially directed components at the place of
collision. The fields in the wake of the clouds after collision become more
irregular as different parts fill and re-expand at different times (they were
|| ejection axis before collision; see Paper II).
The clouds start with plasma betas »

1. At collision it appears that g =

0(1). This lower beta is due to lateral expansion of plasma along radially
directed field lines. This follows from the relation
g = J,"2 p" 1 / 3

(1)

where 8 is the beta of a particular fluid element, I the length of that fluid
element along the associated field line and p the density (derived with the
flux freezing theorem; Landau, Lifshitz, 1974). Indeed a lower 8 is expected as
long as p does not drop too fast and i, increases. Magnetic pressure therefore
significantly affects the expansion of the cloud after collision. In the wake
6 < I.
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The strongest electrical currents appear in a sheet with a length of a
few tens of kps, and a few kpc from the axis of symmetry in or near the wake
of the clouds. During collision equally strong currents are seen along the
bowshock, at most 10 kpc from the axis of ejection.
The radiation patterns may change appreciably over the time scale of the
collision (<x- 3 x I06 yrs for two clouds with P^/pQ • 30, 1^/10 - '0, AM - 16).
These patterns are always calculated upon the assumption that the local relativistic electron density is either proportional to the local plasma density
or proportional to this density and local shear [assumptions (12), (13)
respectively in Paper Ilj. See Fig. 1 with radiation patterns based on (12),
Paper II.
0)

Pj/Pp »

'?

T./To < l; M c o U

» 1

The clouds in these cases collide before they have expanded appreciably and
dispersed. The collisions may therefore be more dramatic than those described
in case a ) . Considering the fact that the cloud ejected earlier may have lost
much more mass at the time of collision than the cloud ejected later we take
two especially interesting cases:
£

ki'^first

Case A

-

K<

(p /p

i o>second

md

1

(p /p

i o>first

=

(p /p )

i o second

During the collision the outer shells of both clouds are rapidly

pushed in lateral direction. Along the symmetry axis two shocks are sent away
in opposite directions with respect to a contact surface. Temperatures rise
one or two orders of magnitude in the region of collision: locally kinetic
and thermal energy densities become comparable. This holds for the laterally
driven plasma as well. After collision the two clouds disperse; partially
laterally and partially by dilution along the symmetry axis. The magnetic
field is well ordered in the wake of the plasma clouds which have collided
but is radially directed at places of collison. Collisional effects are seen
typically over i» 5 x 106 yrs. Over that time radiation patterns show remark-

able changes, see Fig. 2, where radiation is computed according to (13),
Paper It. Peak intensities may increase by a factor > 10 at collision (depending on the assumptions upon which the calculations are done) but at the heads
these intensities drop after the collision. Strong velocity gradients inside

;

the wake cause the strongest hot spots at that time (Fig. 3). What has been

•-

said in

I

Case B

a) about current densities holds in these cases as well.
(Fig.4) -

In all respects this case shows little difference from the

previous one. Dynamically the younger cloud seems to lose its outer parts
,

earlier than the older one, opposite to cases in 0),A; the magnetic field is

- 51 more irregular at collision time than in f$)Aj radiation patterns are more
elongated in a direction Xejection axis near the place of peak brightness.
The plasma betas are order unity inside the cloud as in a) and < 1 in the wal:e
of the colliding clouds in cases f5)A_ and _B_.

Y>

P

i/Po

<

'

All low density runs with P^/pQ < 1 show the same behaviour at collision: the
strongest hot spot seen is the one associated with the colliding heads; magnetic fields are radially directed at this point; electrical currents are by far
the strongest near those heads. The collisions take place predominantly with
H

.. = 0(1), whatever initial conditions used due to strong initial braking

of the clouds (M >> I) or buoyancy (M < I). He include these results for completeness, although the initial conditions especially for this case are very
unlikely to correspond to reality (cf. Paper II).
6)

Pj/Po

>;

" I;

T

j / T 0 S '»

M

C oll

=

°(') : a n analytical result

This case may be appropriate when the central engine produces subsequent
clouds with the same mass and about the same velocity. In Paper I it was
found that 'fading away1 of the clouds considered begins at 120-150 kpc from
the nucleus. Assuming, as in Paper I, T Q - 107 K and H - 30, the lifetime of
the cloud is by that time a. 8 x 106 yrs. The secondary cloud should be near
the primary and about to collide before substantial disruption occurs (condition ji ) .
In order that the clouds approach at low M oji they have to travel
through the same medium. Thus the secondary cloud should be sent away from
the nucleus at least a closure time of the primary's wake later to give the
same state of the external medium as the primary cloud has had to plough
through.
ft____j,

\

(condition b)
\

c

s near cavity/

These conditions lead to 3 x 106 yrs < At . < 8 x I06 yrs

(2)

(where it has to be noted that, according to condition £, At . must be
substantially less than 8 x ]06 yrs).
Results from Paper I for such clouds show that at time of collision both
clouds are in an advanced stage of their evolution. For this reason proper
numerical calculations are hard to perform: either we have to use an enormous
amount of computer time, or we must have a very small separation at the beginning of our computations which is unacceptably artificial. We assume the
clouds in the 'compact phase', sitting in the very nose of the bowshocks
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(Paper I).
When the cloud ejected later comes in the neighbourhood of the first one
the bowshock of the second cloud runs into material that is at about the same
temperature as the shocked material. The shock therefore turns into a sound
wave and is of no crucial importance for the subsequent development. The questions that now arise are: What happens after collision? Will the joint clouds
disperse immediately?

A simple analytical model is given in the Appendix. It

appears that the collision does not destroy the cloud at one, i.e. on timescales << travelling timescales. The clouds may travel together until dispersion occurs as described in Paper I. Certainly after collision strong radial
magnetic fields will be expected. The radiation patterns and electrical currents may be like those described in Paper II for clouds with P J / P O
T i /T o = 1, M »

>>

'.

1.

4. Discussion
Christiansen, Pacholczyk and Scott (CPS, 1977) invoked multiple explosions to
explain the observations of extended radio sources, especially the occurrence
of both 'hot spots' and relaxed structures. In their scheme a cloud is ejected
from a galaxy and confined by ram pressure. This cloud creates a wake through
which a second cloud can approach. When the clouds collide the secondary cloud
is decelerated and Rayleigh-Taylor instability develops. This causes turbulence and this turbulence creates situations appropriate to particle acceleration.
A hot spot exists. The collision of the clouds causes expansion eventually.
Then the instability does not grow any longer, turbulence decays and particleacceleration dies out. A diffuse radio lobe results in the end.
The authors try to show a sufficiently long persistence of the created
wakes. Their analytically obtained timescales for filling of these wakes are
however much larger than those found in the numerical calculations [see text
below their formula (12); cf. Paper I, Section 4.4)]. This need not invalidate
the basic idea: ('CPS-scenario')
- Secondary cloud collides with debris of primary •+ deceleration of secondary
material •+ Rayleigh-Taylor instability •+ turbulence •* particle-acceleration
-*a'hot spot' (Build up phase)
- The squeezed clouds expand -»• instability stops •+ turbulence decays •+
particle-accelration stops •+ (diffuse) radio lobe (Decay phase)
If we compare the calculations (3.a,6,6) to the above 'CPS-scenario1 (with
respect to the gas dynamics) we must conclude that it is only correct for
clouds with T j / ^ < I colliding at high M

^i

clouds with T j / ^ »

reveal an extra expansion due to' the collision and if M

I do not

.. < 0(1) there is no

•i'i

- 53 expansion on timescales << travelling tine as a consequence of the collision
(Appendix).
From our computations we infer that no dilution of the primary cloud
along a channel is needed to make the basic idea of Christiansen et al. work.
The consequences of a collision (p-/p >> I) according to Section 3 are:
1) Magnetic fields are directed perpendicular to the axis of ejection at the
place of collison.
2) Electrical currents are dominant at this place compared to the wake regions
(one or two orders of magnitude stronger).
3) Strong hot spots are present at the place "f collision or a few kpc behind
it.
From our results it is likely that the clouds disperse immediately after
collision, unless case 3.6 applies.
For P£/P o >:> It high M .^ the following holds. Collisional phenomena are
seen in the numerical calculations over several million years. During that
time hypersonic lateral velocities can be seen. This means that locally strong
shear is seen between cloud material and intergalactic material. So it is
appropriate to ask whether a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may grow fast enough
to produce turbulence. An e-folding time for a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in
a wavelength X is given by:

e

mn(V

s h e a r « csound cloud 7

p

o

From computations on massive clouds P J / P 0 • 30, t may be estimated to be
~ 5 x 106 yrs for \ » 4 kpc. A turbulent state seems therefore possible before
the clouds dispersed. In this turbulent state strong gradients in the 6-fields
become possible. These give various possibilities for triggering plasmaprocesses in which particles are accelerated. The so-called current-driven instabilities are suggested as possible candidates for particle acceleration
(Kuijpers, 1979; Norman and Smith, 1978). We have inferred a turbulent state
with help of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. A Rayleigh-Taylor instability as proposed in the 'CPS-scenario' - has not been traced numerically. We do not
consider this difference important: for particle acceleration as suggested
above turbulence - however brought about - is important.
The case with M c o l l £ 0(1) will cause B-fields perpendicular to the ejection axis and probably local strong current-densities. (The magnetic field of
both clouds do not need to be of the same magnitude.) Still the low M ., case
is not a suitable one to make the 'CPS-scenario' work since disruption as an
immediate consequence of the collision does not occur.
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We have found no case where relaxed structures develop, but this has its
origin in the fact that we could not follow the evolution after collision over
more than a few 10E yrs.
He sumnarize that, from the gasdynamical point of view, the CPS-scenario
works well for initially cool and dense clouds (consequently no relativistic
particle pressures atrongly exceeding the thermal pressures!) colliding at
high Mach number. It will be clear also from Section 3.6 that a very fine
tuned central engine is required to make collisions at M .. = 0(1) possible.
In fact, the condition on the regularity at which the engine must produce
clouds is very strong (loosely speaking '<' in (2) means* 'really' less).
[There is of course the 'logical' possibility of a low M .. for sources ejected with vastly differing parameters. This may be regarded as 'coincidental'
and need not be regarded further.]
5. Conclusions
1. The scenario of Christiansen, Facholczyk and Scott may work, for the
gasdynamical part at least, for clouds with initially T./T < I and M ., >> I.
A channel is not necessary to make the scenario work. A 'hot spot' at the
place of collision was seen but unfortunately we could not calculate far
enough to see any relaxed structures develop.
2. When clouds with initially p£/p Q » 1; T^/T >> 1 collide at high
Mach number dispersion takes place both along and perpendicular to the ejection axis.
3. When clouds with P J / P O » I> T j / T 0 < • collide at sufficiently low
Mach number (see Appendix) they are not immediately destroyed. This type of
encounter is only likely however if the central engine is very repetitive as
to ejected masses and ejection velocities and time of creation. Especially in
this case the central engine should be repetitive on scales of a few million
years only, otherwise earlier ejecta would be dispersed completely by the time
collision occurs.
>s

,>

4. For P £ / P O » I and Mcon
' there are three consequences: At the
place of collision there are a) laterally directed magnetic-fields, b) strong
electrical currents compared to other places, and c) a strong hot spot,
associated with the place of collision or strong infall of plasma behind the

:
!

colliding clouds.
5. Turbulence (which was inferred from a consideration of a KelvinHelnholtz instability) and thus particle acceleration may arise within a timescale on which colliding clouds are destroyed (PJ/P O » '» T./T < 1).

;j
'A
'• ,?•]

}
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APPENDIX
Two clouds of equal densities and temperatures and in pressure equilibrium with
their surroundings approach with a velocity V . For simplicity we consider onedimensional motion (Fig. 5). The clouds collide at the contact surface C. Under
those circumstances shocks travel out from C in either direction with speed V s ,
with respect to C. The shock considered in Fig. 5 moves with velocity V. with
respect to the gas not yet shocked, and with V. with respect to the shocked gas

v

, "v s+ ¥

V2

<•>

- V8

(2)

The sound speeds in media 1,2 are C. ,. Define

v.
v,
v
Ma H -i , Ma = -£• , X = -£-

(3)

I C,
2 C2
2C,
With help of the shock relations
Ma,2
*

2+(Y-l)Ma

2

—
2 Ma,2-(Y-1)

(4)

and
T

(2Y Ma
l

*l

2

- Y+D ( O v D Ma 2 + 2)
m
;
:

(5)

(Y+«)^ Ma,"

f o r an i d e a l gas i n which p « p Y , i t i s found from ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , that

Ma,2 - l | i . X Ma, - 1 - 0

(6)

Considering that Ma. > I the physical solution of (6) becomes

I
(7)
M

-I -I

Assume M ,, (as defined in Section 3) = order unity. Now X - °
Mcoll
which, in the cases of Section 3.6, is certainly less than — s — •

Tf M

. —z— (8)
1

If X « ' 1 we find, from the shock relation
P2
!
t'
j.
:
i

P

2 Y Ma,2 - Y+1

T
C
2
2
2
v-1
x
—
=
1
+
YX
and
from
(5):
•==•*}
+
(Y-1)X.
Furthermore
— - i+^
p
T
C
2
l
!
l
For X « 1 the shocked gas i n not s u f f i c i e n t l y heated to give r i s e to disruption (if suddenly three-dimensional motions are possible).
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C2
If however X = j for y • 5/3 we find — = 2 and jr- - 1.15 and dispersion as an
immediate consequence of the collision is expected in case C( >> (?._. From
the results of Paper I we know that strong pressure gradients need not disrupt
clouds considered on timescales «

I07 yrs (typical traveltime before disrup-

7

tion of single cloud, T Q » 10 K) if Cj < °(C I G M ). Therefore we may expect no
disruption in the case considered if Cj < C I G M . We find from (8) that M c o l l <
0(1) is required. So for high-M clouds considered in Section 3.6 Mcoll « |,
M
This simple model may also give us an indication of sideward velocities
to be expected for high M c o l l « Then
P
(y+l)X , _
2 =m
Y ( Y±*DX2
M„3] . ilyi.
T

A
and

c
r
2 «
•£-

for most extreme cases. For y • 5/3, C^ = 0.4
order V

v

con-

"li
X
Sideward gas motions of

.. may thus be expected immediately after collision.
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(a)

(b)

(0

FIGURE 1 - Radiation patterns for colliding clouds[motion in arrow direction]
(pj/Po • 30, T^/T » 10, AM » 16). Contours of equal brightness increasing by
factors of 2.5. Contours for the foremost 'blobs' are 1.6 times higher than
those of the following blobs. Peak brightness (a):(b):(c) * 1:4:6.
The evolutionary sequence (a) •• (b) -• (c) spans 3 x 106 yrs. The laterally
elongated blobs, for instance the one with two eyes in (b), are associated
with the first ejected cloud. The blob in (a) is associated with the secondary
cloud. To give an impression of the linear scale: the distance between the two
eyes in the foremost blob in (b) is about 20 kpc.

* ' '^

\

FIGURE 2 - Radiation patterns for colliding clouds [motion in arrow direction]
(pi/pQ » 30, resp. 6, T . / T Q - 1, AM = 16). In (a) the collision of the
clouds is near, in (b) the collision induced maximum field strength and plasma
densities and hence a strong brightness peak. The radiation in (c),(d) after
the foremost blob, i.e. the laterally expanded one, is caused by shear in the
wake of the colliding clouds. The peak brightness (a):(b):(c):(d) - 1:19:6:1.
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t

(b)

(c)
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0
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1.2

TIMEIIN 10' YR)
FIGURE 3 - Plot of log I
against time for the case of Fig. 2. I
is
max
calculated on the assumptions:
relativistic electron density « plasma density (A)
relativistic electron density » plasma density * (local shear velocity) 2 - (B).
The units of I
are arbitrary.

FIGURE U
a) Ruled surface plot of the plasma density at collision of two clouds moving
to the right (P^/P = JO, T./T - I, AM = 16). Note shocks indicated by
arrows. The collision started 3 x io6 yrs ago.
b) Stream pattern to 4a. The arrows indicate streming directions around the
place of collision (transversal velocity directions). The lines are 'isopressure' contours. The foremost of them indicates the boushock.
c) Magnetic field directions are indicated by arrows. Note the field direction
at the place of collision.

*#**••>•%«•• -''
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::::::

shocked gas

incoming gas

V c /2
contact surface

shock

FIGURE 5 - Collision of two clouds. Shocks depart from the contact surface
in both directions. One dimensionality is assumed.
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V. CN SHEAR LAYERS IN DOUBLE RADIO SOURCES

Summary

-

Two-dimensional computations on shear flow with different plasma

betas and magnetic fields are performed. The shocks that emerge are interpreted
as corrugation effects. It is argued that beams ('low density') are unstable
if and only if clouds ('high density') are unstable and that beams are more
easily destructed than clouds. It is found that equipartition between thermal
and magnetic energy densities is not always reached. It is found that places
of high current density are present in shearing media and possibly constitute
a site for particle acceleration. 'Viscous behaviour' of magnetic fields is
found and interpreted as giving rise to an disruptive situation for beams.
Key words:

double radio sources

-

shear layers

-

Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability.

I. Introduction
Within the framework of single outburst models for radio galaxies (De Young,
1976) it is important to investigate whether the plasma clouds moving through
the intergalactic medium are fluid dynamically stable. Blake (1972) showed
that clouds confined by ram pressure were Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) and RayleighTaylor (RT) unstable and that typical growth times for these instabilities
were less than the time needed to bring the clouds to rest with respect to the
intergalactic medium. He conjectured that the clouds would fragment as a result
of the instabilities mentioned. The analytical analysis of Blake is confined to
the linear regime of the instabilities. Therefore a numerical study treating
the nonlinear development is in place.
The KH-instability poses a problem also within the framework of beam
models for double radio sources (Blandford and Rees, 1974) and articles have
been published in which results on the KH-instability on relativistic beams are
investigated (Blandford and Pringle, 1976; Turland and Scheuer, 1976; Ferrari
et al., 1978). Therefore it seems worthwhile to investigate the KH-instability
under quite general circumstances.
A further motivation lies in the conjecture that in shear flow magnetic
field amplification and subsequent particle acceleration may occur. The organization of this paper is as follows. The method is described in Section 2, the
results are given in Section 3, the discussion in 4 and the conclusions in 5.
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2. Method
The physical situation used in the calculations is depicted in Fig. I. Two
streams of plasma, moving in the direction of the arrows along the plane y - 0,
have temperatures and densities such that the pressures are equal. At initial
times the motion in each of the regions is uniform. Calculations are made with
and without magnetic fields. In de calculations with a magnetic field two
situations have been taken: the fieldlines lie in the plane of flow and are
either parallel to the plane y = 0 or connect the two streams, being perpendicular to plane y = 0 initially. Initially a disturbance in velocity is imposed
in the neighbourhood of the shear plane. Let p denote the density, \/ the velocity, p the pressure, J5 the magnetic field, n the dynamic viscosity, j_

t n e

current density, y the adiabatic index (5/3). Then the evolution of the physical situation is followed by solving numerically the following equations:

j£ + v.(pv) = 0

(1)

p f=

(2)

+

p(v.V)v = -Vp + -

2

/3v.

3v,

„

\ 3v.

?.(pv) = -(Y-D P V.V + (Y-Dn I j^i + -gj- - ^ 6 ik v -v] g^1
<
i
/ K

(3)

(6)
3
—

i
=

Eqs.(l)-(4)

V*(v x B)
are the laws of conservation of mass and momentum, the energy equa-

tion with viscous dissipation and the induction law. In (3) the relation
p = (Y~')U has been used, u being the internal energy per unit volume. The
above eqs. are further

supplemented by Maxwell's eqs. in MHD-approximation
(5)

and
B

=

0

(6)

[Condition (6) is fulfilled at all times automatically if it is fulfilled at
starting point of the calculations.]
Before listing the parametersets, disturbances and boundary conditions
used in the computations, some properties of shear flow are to be discussed.
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The interest of following the evolution of the given physical situation lies
of course in the possibility of instability and its influence on large scale
dynamics.
If in the gas dynamical case a disturbance with k-vector parallel to the
shear velocity is applied the finite sound speeds in both media limit instability. Define c. „ as the sound speeds in media 1,2. U is the shear velocity.
Define
U
(7a)
M =

then a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability will not show up if
M

> 1

(7b)

(Fejer and Miles, 1963).
If for instance a plasma cloud is moving hypersonically through intergalactic
matter disturbances in the direction of flow are stabilized, but disturbances
with k-vectors sufficiently oblique to the streaming direction are unstable.
As to the magnetic case following can be said. In the case that the magnetic
fields lie along the flow the shear plane is a tangential discontinuity. In
an incompressible inviscid magneto fluid this discontinuity is stable whenever
P.P,
+
>4
(8a)

V

V

*p

p

lp2

B! x U)2 + (B 2 x U ) 2 }
(8b)
V
l
2
(Landau, Lifshitz, 1974).
In the case mentioned (8b) is identically satisfied and we are left with (8a).
Gerwin (1968) discusses results of stability research for compressible
magneto fluids. From his discussion it is apparent that the division between
stable and unstable flows is given by a relation like (8a): « - = 0(1). (V.
is
A
•A
the Alfven speed.) We calculated therefore flows in different regimes of
Y~ ' A similar division is made in the cases of a magnetic field.connecting
the shearing media. We should mention, however, that these cases do not represent equilibrium situations. (The others do at zero viscosity.)
CB_1

4TT

p

b) Viscosity
Esch (1957) studied stability properties of two viscous, incompressible media
of same density with a shear layer over which the velocity is linearly varying.
The layer thickness is kept constant. Although this simple situation is not
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exactly pertaining to

real

shearing media, we may obtain an understanding

of stability characteristics.
Denote the kinematic viscosity by v, the shear velocity with U, the halfwidth of the shear layer by h and a disturbance wavelength by \. Then a
Reynolds number is defined by

Re = Si

(9a)

A dimensionless disturbance wavenumber is k = —r—
A

(9b)

From Esch's analysis the following results are taken. [The Orr-Sommerfeld
equation on which the analysis is based suggests to take (k.Re) as independent variable.} The wavenumber k

at which a disturbance grows most quickly

depends as follows on (k.Re):
If I. < k Re < co then 0.2 < k
< 0.4
- max *

(10)

Thus wavelengths 15 to 30 times longer than- the layer half-thickness grow most
vigorously. The shorter ones, which in the non-viscous situation would grow
strongest (Landau and Lifshitz, 1974), are severely affected by viscosity.
From the above results i t follows, that the disturbances to be applied
in the numerical calculations should have wavelengths at least an order of
magnitude above the half layer thickness - a demand which is also reasonable
upon numerical grounds.
In order to know which Reynolds numbers are appropriate to large scale
motions of clouds or beams, we must know the viscosity. If Coulomb interaction
determines proton mean free paths(m.f.p.) the kinematic viscosity i s called
v c . If magnetic fields determine them the appropriate viscosity (IB) is called
v B . Then (Kuijpers, 1979)
v_ _ /proton Larmor radius A

c

I proton Coulomb tn.f.p.y

I mass proton

\

,...

' Imass electron j

For velocity changes of 1000 km/s over 1 kpc, in a medium of 107 K and 10—t*
particles/cm 3 , Rec would be order unity; Re would be of order 10 20 for a
magnetic field of 10~7 G ! Since micro plasma processes may be important all
we can say i s that under extragalactic circumstances
1 < Re < 10n with n of order twenty !

(12)

Since the non-viscous Kelvin-Helmholtz problem i s not well-posed in the sense
of Hadamard (Birkhoff, 1962; Richtmyer and Morton, 1967) we may expect numerical i n s t a b i l i t y to take place in finite-difference calculations with very high
Reynolds number.
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Now we list boundary conditions, applied disturbances and physical parameters
used in the

computations.

Boundary-conditions (See Fig. 1)
Periodic boundary conditions at boundaries (1) and (3). 'Free floating' boundary conditions at (2) and (4).
Initial disturbances
The so called 'Cat's eye' perturbation has been applied to the equilibrium
velocity field. As a consequence the

initial velocity field can be written as:

\ -|t
x

ay

y
w h e r e \\> = /

9ii>

v

„

i.i

~ . Sgn(yf)dy'

+ A e

'

iy

.

s i n kx

(13)

o

3x

(Amsden and Harlow, 1964).
A has been chosen such, that the velocity disturbance is at most 10% of the undisturbed velocity.
Initial parameterset

0 P, = P2
2) pj = p 2
3) e(S

or

pj = 10 p 2
/

Pthermal Pmagnetic) * °" 1 5

4) M = 0.7 or 0.95; M =

-

r- . In these cases M = 0.35 and 0.6 resp.

5) JJ is initially either parallel or perpendicular to the shear plane.
6) Taking h in eq.(9b) initially one cell size, then the applied disturbances
have k = 0.57 (A = 11 cell sizes), k = 0.19 (A = 33 cell sizes), k - 0.063
(A = 99 cell sizes).
7) The kinematic viscosity in medium 1 has been taken v = (one cell size) *
(shear velocity) / 31.6 mostly.
It was found that a viscosity which is 31.6 times larger kills the KHinstability at the most unstable mode and that a viscosity which is 31.6

.;,

times less gives inviscid behaviour and often quick appearance of numerical

•

instability. The dynamic viscosity has been taken constant over the whole grid.

:':
~A
:| J^

In the following we define the Reynolds number different from Esch in his
artificial situation. He now define - meaningfully as can be seen from eq.(l3) -

f 55.3 for k - 0.57

U.-^Re

::
'',

= —=2v

=

J 166
^498

for k = 0.19
for k = 0.063

:

f
-J
:':f

The calculations are made with the numerical code described by Weber (1978),

ti

with inclusion of viscosity (parts a, 6 in eqs.(2),(3); not standardly available

\l

^-^iJJl^^;rir"^^
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in Weber's program). The number of cells along the x-axis is 10!; the number
of cells along the y-axis is 33.

3. Results
I) Gasd^namical_calculations
The overall picture is as follows for p./p, = 10. The density as a function
of position begins to 'wave' (Fig. 2) in both the denser medium (to be called
DEN) and the more dilute medium (to be called DIL). As a consequence of the
onset of instability the shear plane also becomes wavy and the material in
both media has to stream along the corrugations thus formed. Since both velocities (in DIL,DEN) with respect to these corrugations are at least sonic, the
streaming past the corrugations will be accompanied by shocks (Courant and
Friedrichs, 1948). There will be one shock at the place where a corrugation
begins and one where it stops. The shocks are members of the so called 'weak
family 1 (in terms of the theory of shock polars), leaving the gas supersonic
behind them. [The shocks attack in almost all cases the 'wall' that causes them.
This can only happen of the bulkstream has to change its direction by an angle
0 -< 0max . I n OIL the flow Mach number before the shock is near one. Then 0max
may be approximated by

where Ma is the appropriate Mach number (Landau and Lifshitz, 1974). Therefore
the flow (when laminar) experiences only a small 'correction 1 , < 10°.] The
corrugation picture finds additional support by the fact that the shocks in
both DIL and DEN become shifted with time, with respect to each other.
In the case P I / P 2 = ' tne (stronger) corrugations cause flow to be compressed in both media. In time these compressed parts steepen to shocks. Unfortunately about the further evolution cannot much be said since numerical instability
showed up rather soon in runs with Pi/Po = '• Marker particles, introduced to
obtain information on how particular fluid elements moved with time (Nepveu,
1979a) revealed the following (Fig. 3 ) . As time goes on the marker particles
associated with the shear plane show the tendency of 'roll up'. This result
agrees with similar conclusions reached by Amsden and Harlow (1964) and van de
Vooren (1965) who did calculations on the KH-instability in incompressible
fluids (by a different method).
'
.
The maximum separation between particles of the shear plane perpendicular
.to the mixing layer was plotted as a function of time. It appeared that this
separation can be written as

v';
j;
gj
--J,
.1
:•
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s(t) = exp(t/x)

(15)

This relation holds with an accuracy of about 20% (1 < t/x < 4) except at
early times, t/x < 1.

(The calculations started with s = 0.) 'Roll up' begins

to develop clearly for t/x > 1>5. The fact that we imposed initially a
disturbance of a certain wavelength not necessarily means that this is or
remains the 'most unstable X'. For an inviscid incompressible fluid the efolding time is connected with the wavelength by

u
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1974).
From the 'experimental' x we found that the associated \ was less than, but
of order of 1/3 \ imposed initially. If we now look at which places shocks are
formed (Fig. 3) it is tempting to conclude that the shocks provide a 'trisection' of the initial disturbance and that one of these parts gives rise to
the growth seen in (15)!
In the Pi/Po
scale length A

=

' case the marker particles indicate turbulence with a

being of order of X imposed. The turbulent cells are placed

skew with respect to the original shear plane (= 45°) and are well seen at
t/x = 3. In the' case P | / P 2=

l0 b

*-S turbulent cells can be seen after t/x » 4;

they are not strongly anisotropic and lie in DIL, between two corrugations
(Fig. 4 ) .
A small layer (width one cell size) in one of the fluids, adjacent to the
shear plane, was followed in time. The dispersion of this layer as a function
of time is shown for p./p, = 10 (Fig. 5). Dispersion of the layer does not .keep
growing, but unfortunately we cannot be very certain, since the meaning of
marker particles as tracers of fluid elements becomes increasingly uncertain

*

as 'roll up' proceeds. (A qualitatively similar behaviour is found when
P,/p2 - 1.)
Apparently coherence of the layers near the original shear plane is not
lost in time. Moreover, from the velocity field in DEN we conclude that the
layer adjacent to the shear plane is not stripped off from the bulk of DEN by
the shear. The converse - shear layers inside DIL are not stripped off by
shear - is less convincing: the velocities in DIL || shear plane are by far
less uniform than those inside DEN || shear plane. We may at least say, that '

;"•
,
'j_

there is support for the view that DIL suffers more from shear effects than

Vi

DEN at the large Reynolds-numbers used.

.1
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2) Magneto gasdynamic calculations B. I I £

(— is always evaluated in DIL)
V
A
Similar unstable behaviour is seen as in (3.1) in this case. Shock structure is
more complicated; apparently there is interaction between shocks like those
in (3.1) and magnetosonic waves are generated in the shear plane. These interactions show up strongest in DIL and cause rapid changes with position in
magnetic field directions. Uniformity of magnetic and velocity field

is thus

stronger violated in DIL than in DEN (Fig. 6a,b).
The plasma beta, originally constant throughout and >> I, varies wildly
in DIL (easily an order of magnitude before and behind shocks) and plasma betas
of order unity are seen. Magnetic field amplification exists in the neighbourhood of shocks. In DEN the variations in plasma beta are at most 30%, except
near the shear plane.
At places where the marker particle density is more dilute the plasma beta
is lower than elsewhere. This may be understood by the relation
8
= 2~ 2 o" 1 / 3
"fluid element
* p

K

(17)
"

(Derived with the flux freezing theorem; Landau and Lifshitz, 1974),
where 9. is the length of the fluid element along the associated fieldline.
(Strictly speaking J7) holds only if the entropy of the fluid element is constant; the shocks encountered are weak.)
The shear plane is apparently not the carrier of the strongest currents.
These are to be found in DIL, in the neighbourhood of shocks; regions of equal
polarity lie along (parallel to) shocks (Fig. 7).
b) rr- < 1

V

(Runs withV rr- «

A

I could not well be performed.)

Physical stability follows from the set of marker particles. We cannot go
beyond this simple statement, since we are left soon with numerical instability
in these-cases £see (4.1)].
c) iL
V
A

-

0(1)

The calculations were in this case invalidated soon [at about t = 1.5 i; relations like (15) hold in this case as well within 10%] by appearance of numerical instability. Yet, by comparison to non-magnetic calculations, the stabilizing
influence of the magnetic field is clearly seen; it follows from the lack of
any sign of 'roll up1 at times this offect is seen in the non-magnetic computa-
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tions; it is also apparent from experimental relations like (IS), since the
coefficients a in s(t) s a.exp(t/x) are such that a

la
«
tnagn non magn

I.

What has been said regarding current density distributions and plasma betas
in the cases T=— »

1 holds in the cases under consideration as well.

3) Magneto gasdynamic calculations, _B-L £

The" evolution from the - artifical - initial state runs as follows. Initial
shear causes the J5-field to bend in a direction parallel to the shear plane.
But in all cases Bj_and Bii are of the same order in strength, all the time.
Initial shear causes disturbances in Bj_and these propogate along the fieldlines in either direction with the local Alfven speed. Therefore the propagation is faster in DIL than in DEN (VA = p"i).

•'

The following effects are observed:
- There is a region between the still undisturbed parts of the two media that
steadily increases in magnitude and in which the plasma beta is clearly less
than in the undisturbed region, but still 6 well above one.
- The magnetic field connecting the shearing media provokes 'viscous behaviour1
in the disturbed region: shear inside is low and the original shear is transported outwards with the Alfven speeds

(see

Fig. 8a,b). If initially

pj/p2 >> i the strong shear is only transported into DIL. Outside the
'viscous region' shocks and irregularities can be found: we may say that the
induced irregularities of wavelength X.

, are transported away from the

shear layer. Turbulence in the outer regions of DIL is expected.
DEN drags a steadily increasing portion of DIL with it, since the velocities
in the 'viscous region* in DIL are of order of those in DEN and with the same
sign.
- As may be expected currentlayers exist near (inside) the Alfven wavefronts
with opposed polarities (thickness d/X - 0.1). Inside the 'viscous region'
current densities are one order of magnitude less, but changes in polarity
over one wavelength and parallel to the shear layer occur.
- Near the contact plane between the media 'roll up' is scarcely seen, at the
times it is well developed in comparable cases of 3.1) ami 3.2). This is not

j
;

surprising, since the 'viscous behaviour1 of the magnetic field diminishes

;]

local shear.

•

see Fig. 8c
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The Alfven speeds in these computations were over an order of magnitude greater than in a). Therefore we could only study the 'viscous region' well. There
Bi | was always an order of magnitude less than Bj_, as is no be expected.
Plasma betas were only a little deviant from initial values (typically 20%).
c) TT- «

0(1)

Qualitatively in this case the same behaviour is found as in a). Inside the
'viscous region' waves are generated (in DIL) as a consequence of the applied
and outflowing initial disturbance. [The main stream inside the 'viscous
region' is lowered significantly in absolute value (= factor 3); the outflowing disturbance plays therefore a more decisive role than initially. Indeed
the fluctuations originate near the Alfven wavefront in DIL.] As a consequence
the velocity pattern in DIL shows, changes in direction with A ,

« Aj__ „ J

(turbulence?!) and this 'irregularity' affects the magnetic field ultimately
to show the same behaviour, [similar behaviour was seen in a), but might have
been caused by numerical instability.]

4. Discussion
1) Numerical_instability_
Although viscosity was put in, numerical instability was in most cases not
avoided during the whole computer run. The ultimate appearance of numerical
instability means that physical features become drowned in numerical 'garbage'.
The calculation can therefore never be trusted for times larger than the time
at which the numerical instability is clearly seen. We should therefore be
able to discriminate physical instability against numerical instability. The
diagnosis of the latter could be made upon the following symptomes.
(i) A sudden and continuing sharp decrease of the maximum allowable time
step in the computations. This was caused by a physical quantity growing
beyond bound.
(ii) An apparent non-conservation of energy. This happened - if at all in the more dilute medium. Kinetic and thermal energies grew at the expense of
nothing: for fl »
required energies.

I, for instance, the magnetic field can never deliver the
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In a number of cases calculations were done again with a different
Courant number in order to see what general features should be believed, [in
a numerically stable situation timestep-reduction will give smoother results
at a certain physical time; when numerical instability occurs timestepreduction provokes the opposite.]

Before discussing astrophysical applications the most important results are
now put together.
(A) A 'corrugation picture' applies to cases where there is a magnetic
field J3 11 £: shocks are seen in either shearing medium and along or parallel
to these shocks important currents are seen. Plasma betas may vary wildly
(order of magnitude). Where this is accompanied by 'marker particle dilution1
magnetic field amplification appears (as follows from a special form of the
flux freezing theorem).
(B) For magnetic fields IJ JL £ and sticking through the shear plane it
was found that a 'viscous region' builds up with low internal shear. The
region expands in either medium with the local Alfven speeds. The phenomenon
is to be interpreted as a dragging by the denser medium of an increasing portion of the more dilute medium. Turbulence appears in some cases of (A) and (B).
The strongest shear is always seen in the more dilute medium.
In the computations only fields have been taken in the plane of calculation. A magnetic field h | | shear plane and _L IJ generates also a genuine twodimensional situation. If an equilibrium situation is chosen with shear, then
that situation will be likely unstable if condition (7b) is violated, since
condition (8b) is never fulfilled. The gas dynamical result may teach us about
some of these situations. Take a situation as depicted in Fig. 1 (but with
B. „ = 0 ) . Take a constant magnetic field perpendicular to the "calculationi >^

plane'; now in subsequent evolution B = (0,0,B ) .
•*
z
Fromeqs.(l) and (4) it follows that

Dtvp;'

(18)

°'

where Sg- i s the total derivative.
Eq.(2) takes the form
D_v
/ Bz2^
v
—
=
VIp
P^T
- \ P ++o -^
Z "I
/ ++

[diffusive terms] ,

where the magnetic tension term has now disappeared.
(Fig. 3d,e - dotted lines)

(19)
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If Re »
then

1 anil Che entire fluid has i n i t i a l l y the same temperature and density
B "
I
» 1
I fluid element

•

(20a)

whenever 8tacQ >:> '» due to the weak dependence of the quotient on p.
So, upon (18), calculations of 3.1) may be indicative for what happens if a
sufficiently weak B -field (3 •» 10) is embedded: shocks will exist as in the
gas dynamical case and behind (and along) these magnetic-field amplification
takes place.
If the shearing media have initially strong density differences (P|/p2>>l)
but are in pressure equilibrium we may estimate:
-£—
P

(—]

(20b)

t-0 Jf.e. \ >/

So, upon 16, calculations of 3.1) with P I / P ? = 10 c a n b e applied to situations
with very weak B -fields (6 > 100), and give rise to the same conclusion as
the p./p 2 * I case.
In the single ejection models as well as in the beam model (Blandford and
Rees, 1974) supersonic plasma motions are to be considered. From eq.(7a,b) it
follows that only disturbances with jt-vector sufficiently oblique to the direction of flow will give rise to instability. (This is also true for relativistic
beams; Turland and Scheuer, 1976.) In order to give astrophysical meaning to
our previous computations we assume that (Fig. 1) the origin 0 is attached to
some point at the interface of the two media (cloud, IGM; IGM or waste material, beam) with the x-axis pointing along the local intersurface making a large
angle to the direction of flow. The y-axis is JL local intersutrface.

'

In the single ejection model DEN plays the role of cloud material and DIL
represents the intergalactic medium (Nepveu, 1979a,b). In the relativistic beam
model the roles are interchanged: DIL represents beam material and DEN the

.

intergalactic or 'waste* material. In the beam model pressure equilibrium
between beam and surroundings is necessary; in the cloud model ram pressure
confines the cloud. In both cases therefore p. - p is a good first approximation.
In order to apply the foregoing results we now assign numbers to the
calculations. First of all the temperature in DIL is taken 10 8 K; the same
temperature is taken in the constant-density Situation. From remarks 4) and 7)

•
"
-A;
\
^
1

in Section 2, about initial conditions, it follows that the relevant m.f.p. is
of order cell size/10. Since we do not know which values pertain to the intergalactic situation, the physical scale corresponding to the cell size can as
yet not be determined. If we want to apply the computational results to large

f:
-:
j,
\\
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scale behaviour of double radio sources, the applied disturbances should be
of order of at least one kpc. Consequently the m.f.p. should be at least of
order of a few pc. Let us assume this to be the case.
The most general statement we can make is:
If a cloud with Pj

- £, Ti/T(j - £"', M - MQ is unstable, so is a beam with

p
p i' p
po

T
T
i' o * ^
^ * i^ o * 5, M - M Q . (C > I) and the latter is more easily disrupted, i.Q. disrupted on a smaller timescale than the cloud. The last part of

this statement comes from the numerical result that the more dilute medium
shows in all cases more shear || interface than the denser one. Because of the
uncertainty in the m.f.p. it is not possible to say whether one or both (cloud,
beam) are large-scale disrupted on timescales less than a typical traveltime.
[if m.f.p. » 10 pc, the gasdynamic calculations show that an initial disturbance
of X » 3.3 kpc does not cause disruption on scales of I kpc of either medium
over 5 x 106 yrs, which in the case of ejected clouds is a significant fraction
of the time on which a 'hot spot1 may have formed.]
The case of an initial magnetic field perpendicular to the shear plane,
connecting the shearing media, is also informative.

DEN drags the outer layers

of DIL, while the outer layers of DEN are only minimally affected. This may be
interpreted as follows: a continuously-powered beam is stripped of its outer
layers. The beam is unstable and will eventually be completely disrupted.
Consequently beams can only survive if the magnetic fields are along them or
are azimuthal or consist of cells inside the beam. The first two cases have
been observed (van der Laan, 1977; Willis, 1978).
We noted (see A and B of this paragraph) that sites of (relative to
surroundings) strong electric current densities are always found. (In DIL if
B | | U, Fig. 7;

in DIL, DEN if iB ± U connecting the shearing media. Fig. 8c;

in DIL, DEN if £J. £, I» || shear plane and B »

1.) If high current densities

are tracers of particle acceleration (Norman and Smith, 1978; Kuijpers, 1979)
we may conclude that particle acceleration occurs in beams and clouds as well
as in the medium that surrounds them possibly. Also we may conclude that
particle acceleration takes place all over the lengths of beams or clouds and
not just at the heads. Maybe the remarkable jets in NGC 6251 (Waggett et al.,
1977) and 3C 31 (Burch, 1977) are manifestations of this.
We add here that, within the cloud model, the situation in the wake of
double radio sources is not so clear: magnetic field lies along the ejection
axis and strong shear is present, but the local plasma beta is very much less
than one (Nepveu, 1979b). Consequently shear in velocities that are parallel
to the ejection axis will not lead to KH-instability, whereas shear in velocities perpendicular to this axis (infalling plasma) may lead to formation of
regions of strong currants and thus particle acceleration.
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What can we say about plasma betas in shear flow? Our results show that
there are well-developed situations in which the plasma betas may differ appreciably from the initial values (see for instance 3.2)a)). There is however no
systematic tendc.icy for the plasma beta to approach unity. This might be a
warning not to rely strongly upon the usual equipartition-assumption concerning
relativistic electrons and magnetic field, put forward in connection of double
radio sources.
The two-dimensional calculations are only trustworthy as guides for what
happens in radio sources inasmuch the plane layer-approximation is valid;
this approximation holds for distances much smaller than a typical radius of
beam or cloud.
A more serious limitation is perhaps that disturbances with Ik-vectors of
different orientation may interact and alter the picture sketched. On these
grounds we advocate that three-dimensional computations should be done (with
at least the space resolution we used).

5. Conclusions
J_. a) Shocks exist in compressible shear flow and the corrugation picture
explains them.
b) The evolution of plasma betas in shear flow does not reveal a systematic
tendency for them to approach unity.
c) For cases with an initial magnetic field in the flow direction regions
of maximum current density are associated with the shocks.
d) For cases with an initial magnetic field perpendicular to the flow direction, connecting the shearing media, the denser medium drags the more
dilute one (p,]ens/p,}ii te >> O « T ^e shear inside the dragged region is
only minimal and the region itself expands away from the shear plane
with the Alfven velocity in either medium. At the boundaries of this
region current layers exist parallel to the original shear plane.
e) 'Roll up' of the boundary between the shearing media is seen over computational times (= 5 x 106 yrs if m.f.p. = 10 pc) for cases where initially the magnetic field is parallel to the shear plane and the Alfven velocity is considerably less than the shear velocity. In that case dispersion of the layers adjacent to the shear plane does not keep growing,
but becomes even less after some time. Breaking away of matter over computational times (= 5 x 106 yrs if m.f.p. = 10 pc) is not clearly indicated,
unless initially the magnetic field was perpendicular to the shear plane
connecting the media. In that case the less dens medium is stripped.
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2. a) If a cloud (p./p » £ > I, T./T = ?"', M = M Q ) is unstable, so is a
beam (p./p » £"', T./T = £, M = M ) and the latter is disrupted on a
smaller tiroescale than the cloud.
b) If the magnetic field near the boundary of a beam is perpendicular to
the velocity of beam material and connects beam and surrounding material,
then the beam - continuously powered by a central engine - is stripped
off by intergalactic matter. Clouds (P C I OU( J/PI(;M >:> ') w * th a similar
magnetic field configuration, are not stripped.
c) Particle acceleration may occur in both media, in the regions of strong
current density. Consequently this may be happening over the whole length
of beams or clouds and not just at the heads. Jets in radio galaxies may
be manifestations of this.
3_. Three-dimensional calculations are needed to investigate interactions
between unstable modes of different directions.
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FIGURE I - Two-dimensional physical situation used in the computations.
The arrows indicate flow directions, of the two streams with respect to
x * 0. The boundaries are indicated by the numbers (l)-(4).

, .„_..-—' • --][•

FIGURE 2 - Ruled surface plot of the density of a situation as in Fig. 1
with initially p } /p = |Q, Tj/T = 0.1, M = 0.95. Flow directions with
respect to the right boundary are indicated by arrows. Note the formation
of shocks.

(a)
FIGURE 3 - The interface between the shearing fluids (o./p, = •) a s derived
from marker particles. Dotted lines give possible boundaries where no marker
particles were found. Crosses in 3<i,e^ denote shocks. The vertical axis
represents a plane x = constant, the horizontal axis a plane y = constant. The
numbers along the axes denote distances in units of one cell. The depicted
region along the plane y • constant is less than tne wavelength of one applied
disturbance.
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VELOCITY DIRECTIONS

OIL

DEN

FIGURE 4 - Velocity pattern at time of 'well developed' turbulence over
one disturbance wavelength. The region inside the dotted lines on the left is
interpreted as a turbulent cell. The shocks in DIL lie along the dotted lines
with positive slope. (The hatched part of the diagram gives the original position of DEN.)
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FIGURE 5 - The dispersion of a layi-r in UKN originally adjacent to the
shear plane. The dotted part indicates the behaviour of the dispersion only
roughly, since the marker particles indicate fluid elements increasingly worse
with tine. The original layer has been put equal to 100 pc and the temperature
of DIL is put equal to I08 K to give a measure of time.

MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTIONS

DEN
VELOCITY DIRECTIONS

DEN

OIL

FIGURE 6 - £

Velocity pattern (in a 'well developed' physical situation)
over one disturbance wavelength. Note the violation of the
uniformity in DIL.
t> Magnetic field direction pattern in the situation of a_.
Note again the violation of uniformity in DIL.
[initial parameters: O , / P 2 = 10, U/V. » 12.]

DIL

FIGURE 7
ous line
positive
order of

DEN

- Picture of currents over one disturbance wavelength. The continuinside denote shocks |for instance (1),(2)|. + or - signs denote
or negative currents. The hatched regions show currents at least one
magnitude under those in the other regions. The arrows show the flow

directions. [P,/P 2 = 10, U/VA = 12J

-alfven wavefront

DEN

FIGURE 8
ji Velocity directions in oj/p? = 1°. ^ / V A 12 flow. The
continuous line inside is the original shear plane. The
transport of velocity disturbances into DIL is apparent.
The arrows give the flow direction.
Magnetic field direction belonging to j>. The Alfvan wave
fronts are accentuated by continuous lines.
Current picture in a 'well developed' situation grown out
of initial conditions under a. The + and - indicate the
directions of the currents; the hatched regions show
currents one order of magntiude below those in the + and regions.
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VI. SYNOPSIS
In this thesis the magnetogasdynatnical behaviour of plasraoids moving through
an ambient gas is investigated numerically with a two-dimensional code, based
on the SHASTA scheme.
The astrophysical importance of this study lies in the observed extended
extragalactic radio sources. It is assumed that plasma clouds with cylinder
symmetry are ejected from the nucleus of a galaxy. Their large-scale evolution in the intergalactic medium (IGM) is followed.
In chapter I the general background is given for the problems treated in
chapters II to V.
In chapter II the gasdynamics of an ejected cloud is studied for various
initial parameters:

0(1)
Additional constraint: p./p

S Y M2.

Most calculations done with cylindrical cloud, some with a conical one
(half angle 16°).
The main conclusions are:
1) Dynamic pressure confines hypersonically-moving clouds and causes stripping
of cloud material during the motion. Dynamic pressure causes shrinking of
hypersonic clouds to a compact region (£0.2 of the original extent), provided the temperature of the cloud is of the order of the temperature in
the IGM or less.
2) If double radio sources are caused by ejections of single clouds, radio
sources inside clusters are not inherently smaller than those outside.
3) The source morphology is found to be different for the two cases where the
cloud temperature is much higher than, or respectively of order of, the
IGM temperature. In the second case 'hot spots' are formed, in the first
case they are very unlikely. One may tentatively say that hot spots are to
be expected only if relativistic pressures are not dominating thermal ones
all over the source's life.
In chapter III magnetogasdynamics of ejected clouds is studied. The cases
studied are characterized by:
Still further division possible in calculations done with/without velocity
gradients over the cloud; with/without density gradients in IGM.
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M » 1
p./p 0 » I

^ M >> 1
•T i /T Q - 0(1)*—- H - 0(1)
- 0(1).
-T./TQ » I

.M - 0(1)
H » 1 (only at p-/p n < I)
M - 0(1), (including M - 0)
M » I
M - 0(1), (including M = 0)
M » I

Additional constraint: P£/po £ Y M 2 .
At all cases the gravitational field of the parent galaxy is included.
Initial magnetic fields: dipole-, homogeneous-, 'random1-fields;
B S 0.15.
The main conclusions are:
4) In order to avoid statistically-significant source-size differences in-and
outside clusters, the initial plasmadensity in the cloud should be much
greater than in the IGM.
5) Magnetic fields become aligned preferentially along the ejection axis and
only at the heads of the clouds their direction is perpendicular to the
ejection axis. (In the computations no azimuthal fields are used.) Only
for sources witii relativistic electrons dominating thermal plasma (see 3)
some kpc off-axis non-axis-aligned field components are noticeable.
6) Magnetic-field induced anisotropic dynamical behaviour is only to be found
(for hypersonic plasmoids) if the magnetic pressure inside the cloud is at
least of order of the maximum of the cloud's internal pressure and the
dynamic pressure and when the field inside is highly ordered. Flasmabetas
are only well below one in the wakes of the clouds in the computed cases.
Yet magnetic fields at those places cannot influence wakettynami.es appreciably.
7) If places of strong electric currents (compared to the surroundings) indicate sites where particle acceleration occurs, the latter may be happening at the heads of clouds as well as near the wakes of clouds.
8) Radiation patterns are calculated on the basis of 'heuristic' relations
between magnetogasdynamic quantities and local relativistic electron densities. They fit some overall characteristics of well-resolved real sources.
9) As far as purely magnetogasdynamical large-scale aspects are concerned, the

J.
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single-ejection picture for radio sources seems tenable.
In chapter IV the Christiansen-Pacholczyk-Scott (CPS) picture for radio
galaxies - in which cloud collisions provoke in situ particle acceleration,
'hot spots' and relaxed radiation features after subsequent cloud expansion is investigated on its large-scale aspects.
The main conclusions are:
10) The CPS scenario is appropriate to sources colliding at high Mach number
when cloud temperatures are comparable to those in the IGM. Turbulence is
inferred from a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability rather than a Rayleigh-Taylor
instability.
11) Consequences of dense clouds colliding at high Mach number are:
a. magnetic fields are directed off-axis at the place of collision;
b. locally strong current densities arise;
c. locally a strong 'hot spot' appears.
In chapter V shear layers in double radio sources are studied.
Main results are:
12) A corrugation picture explains shocks appearing in the shearing media;
'roll up' of the boundary between the media occurs.
13) Clouds (denser than IGM) are less severely affected by a Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability than beams (more dilute than IGM); explicitly, situations can
be constructed in which beams become ultimately totally distorted and
clouds under similar circumstances are only minimally affected.
14) Particle acceleration (upon the assumption - described in 7)) may be
happening all over wakes of clouds and over total lengths of clouds or
beams. Radio jets may be manifestations of this.
The astronomical community seems to prefer beam models for double radio
sources above single-ejection models, at the time. I think the latter models
have still to be taken seriously as possible explanations for observational
phenomena concerning radio galaxies!
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Stellingen, behorend bij het proefschrift van M. Nepveu.
1. Wanneer numerieke tijdsevolutieberekeningen aan een gasdynamisch probleem
vele honderden tijdstappen vergen voor een afgerond beeld is gevormd, is
het zeer belangrijk om aan de eerste tlentalien tijdstappen bijzondere aandacht te besteden.
Pit proefschrift
2. Met behulp van 'marker particles' kan men in een Euleriaanse MUD-code nagaan of Curbulentie aanwezig is.
Pit proefschrift
3. Er zijn gegronde redenen om elke 'computer run', zoals in bijgaand proefschrift bedoeld, een numeriek experiment te noemen.
D. van Dalen. Filosofische grondslagen van de wiskunde (1978),
p.64. p i e ook Richtmyer R.D. , Morton K.W. , Pifference Methods
for initial value problems (1967); table 12.1]
4. Er zijn twee manieren waarop grote rekenpartijen nuttig kunnen zijn voor
de theoretische astrofysica:
a) als middel om een reeds behoorlijk ontwikkelde theorie te toetsen aan
uitgebreide databestanden omtrent 'eenvoudige' hemelobjecten;
b) als middel om ideeen te genereren en in principe aanwezige, raaar niet
(raeer) relevant geachte kennis (voor het betreffende specialisme) weer
naar voren te halen.
a) H.C.D. Visser, The dynamics of the spiral galaxy M8I (1978)
b) Pit proefschrift
[zie omtrent methodologische kwesties in de 'rekenfysica':
D. Potter, Computational Physics, Ch.I (1977)]
5. Gezien de onzekerheid t.a.v. een aantal re levante parameters, is het niet
raadzaam grote waarde te hechten aan conclusies, gebaseerd op de veronderstelling dat materiaal in 'head tails' in drukevenwicht is met de omgeving.
6. Het gebruik van simplistische formules voor de dynamische vertraging van
supersone gaswolken, bewegend in een gasmedium, kan in astronomische context niet worden gerechtvaardigd door onbekendheid met de precieze astrofysische omstandigheden.
7. Bij het numeriek doorrekenen van 'bundel' modellen voor dubbele radiobronnen moet expliciet worden aangenomen, dat de totale energiedichtheid in de
bundel op de plaats 'waar deze het rekenrooster binnentreedt' de energiedichtheid aldaar als gevolg van de 'hot spot' ver overtreft.
8. Het bewijs dat Chambers geeft van de stelling dat een homogene Volterrase
integraalvergelijking van de tweede soort met continue kern als enige continue oplossing de nuloplossing heeft, is incorrect.
U.G. Chambers, Integral-Equations - A short course (1976) Ch.I

;
'"•;
!

9. De bewering van Toulnin dat fenomenologische natuurwetten geen theoretische
termen bevatten, is hoogst dubieus; het voorbeeld dat hij aanhaalt voor zijn
standpunt - de wet van Boyle ~ is bovendien slecht gekozen.
S. Toulmin, The philosophy of science, (1969), Ch.3
10. Wittgenstein's "Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, dariiber muss man schweigen"
kan men correct vertalen met "Waarover men niet kan spreken, daarover kan
men niet anders dan zwijgen".
L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-philosophicus
11. Het volgende heuristische modelletje geeft via een analogie een verklaring
van het feit dat Rio Negro en Amazone pas ettelijke ticntallen km. na nun
samenkomen in een bedding volledig gemengd zijn.
Aannamen
1) Het 'stationaire' stroompatroon van Amazone en Rio Negro op grote schaal
(km.) is vanaf enige km. voor het samenkomen tot volledige menging bij
benadering te beschrijven als het turbulente stroompatroon achter een
eel van een oneindig tralie dat geplaatst is in water, [zie bv. Batchelor,
Ch.5: fig. 5, 15, 3]
2) Tweedimensionale (turbulentie) beschouwingen zijn voldoende (ruige aanname).
3) -

=

0(1)

(zie figuur)

Met de notaties van de bijgevoegde figuur is

En neem <j> q, 15°, a ^ 10 km, a£(= 2 rivierbreedten) £ 20 km. Dan is X van
de orde van enige tientallen km.
Opm.: a. 1) impliceert experimenteel - — —
— > 80 (v is kinematische
a
v
viscositeit).
b. Schatting (I) is slechts aanvaardbaar voor a dicht bij 1.
c. De aanname over — is ad hoc en bevat in feite alles wat ik niet
weet en voor een^ goede beschrijving zou moeten weten.
Landau L.D., Lifshitz E.M., Hydrodynamik (1974)
Batchelor G.K., An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics (1970)
Laws E.M., Livesey J.L., Ann.Rev.Fluid Mech. 10, 247-66 (1978)
(Met dank aan Dr. P. Shaver voor de suggestie van het probleem en
enkele geografen voor het verstrekken van de gewenste informaties.)
12. Berliner zegt ten onrechte dat alle 'briljantie' die schaakprogramma's ten
toon spreiden slechts het gevolg is van het zien, door het programna, van
'het einde' van een bepaalde zettenreeks.
H.J. Berliner, Nature,,.274, 745-48 (1978)
D. Levy, Chess and Computers, (1976)
-A
•

f

13. Na de volgende zettenreeks uit de Franse Verdediging:
1 e4,e6 2 d4,d5 3 Pc3,Lb4 4 e5,c5 5 a3,Lc3xt 6 bc3x,Pe7 7a4,Pbc6
8 Pf3,Ld7 9 Ld3,Dc7 10 0-0,c4 11 Le2,f6 12 Tel,0-0-0 i s 13 a5 !?
misschien lastiger voor zwart dan 13 La3 (theorie).
P. Keres, Klassisches Spanisch bis Franzosisch, (1976), p.227
14. Het is curieus dat een zeer karakteristieke schaakpartij uit het verleden
door Euwe wordt vermeld als zijnde gewonnen door Steinitz, door Suetin
als zijnde gewonnen door Tsjigorin en dat beide auteurs noch de tegenstander noch tijd en plaats van (mis)handeling vermelden.
M. Euwe. Volledige Handleiding voor het Schaakspel (1975), H.IV
A. Suetin, Hoe men de opening speelt (1974), H.I
15. Ter vermijding van misleidonde reclame behoren hotelfolders geheel zwart/
wit te worden gedrukt.
16. Een theoretisch sterrekundige verschraalt de hemelverschijnselen tot minder
dan een mug en blaast het resultaat vervolgens op tot raeer dan een olifant.
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